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Retribution.
Upon the burning wall,
In horrible emblazonrv, were limned
All shapes, all forms, all modes of
wretchedness,
And agony, and grief, and desperate woe.
And prominent in characters of fire,
Where'er the eye could light, these words
you r e a d :
" W h o comes this way, behold, and fear to
sin!"
Amazed I stood; and thought such imagery
Foretokened within, a dangerous abode,
But yet to see the worst a wish arose.
For virtue, by the holy seal of God
Accredited and stamped, immortal all,
And all invulnerable, fears no hurt.
As easy as my wish, as rapidly,
I through the horrid rampart passed unscathed
And unopposed; and, poised on steady
wing,
I hovering gazed. Eternal Justice! sons
Of God! tell me, if ye can tell, what then
I saw, what then I heard? Wide was the
place,
And deep as wide, and ruinous as deep.
Beneath, I saw a lake of burning fire,
With tempest tost perpetually, and still
The waves of fiery darkness 'gainst the
rocks
Of dark damnation broke, and music made
•Of melancholy sort; and over head,
And all around, wind warred with wind,
storm howled
To storm, and lightning forked, lightning
crossed,
And thunder answered thunder, muttering
sounds,
'Of sudden w r a t h ; and far as sight could
pierce,
•Or down descend in caves of hopeless
depth,

remember

the name

of the Lord

our God."—Psa.
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Through all that dungeon of unfading fire.
I saw most miserable beings walk,
Burning continually, yet unconsumed;
Forever wasting, yet enduring still;
Dying perpetually, yet never dead.
Some wandered lonely in the desert flames.
And some in fell encounter fiercely met,
With curses loud, and blasphemies, that
made
The cheek of darkness pale; and as they
fought,
And cursed, and gnashed their teeth, and
wished to die,
Their hollow eyes did utter streams of woe.
And there were groans that ended not, and
sighs
That always sighed, and tears that ever
wept,
And ever fell, but not in mercy's sight.
And Sorrow, and Repentance, and Despair,
Among them walked, and to their thirsty
lips
Presented frequent cups of burning gall.
And as I listened, I heard these beings
curse
Almighty God, and curse the Lamb, and
curse
The earth, the resurrection morn, and seek.
And ever vainly seek, for utter death.
And to their everlasting anguish still,
T h e thunders from above responding spoke
These words, which through the caverns
of perdition
Forlornly echoing, fell on every e a r :
"Ye knew your duty, but ye did it not."
And back again recoiled a deeper groan.
A deeper groan! Oh, what a groan was
that l—Pollok.
" F o r God shall bring every work into
judgment, with every secret thing, whether
it be good, or whether it be evil." (Eccl.
12:14.) "The sinners in Zion are afraid;
fearfulness hath surprised the hypocrites.
W h o among us shall dwell with the devouring fire? W h o among us shall dwell
with everlasting burning?" (Isa. 30:14.)
"But the heavens and the earth, which are
now, by the same word are kept in store,
reserved unto fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men." ( I I .
Peter 3:7.) "The wicked shall be turned
into hell, and all the nations that forget
God." ( P s . 9:17.) "But the children of the
kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness : there shall be weeping and gnashing
of teeth." (Matt. 8:12.) "Who shall bepunished with everlasting destruction from
the presence of the Lord, and from the
glory of his power." (II. Thess. 1 :g.)
"Then shall he say unto them, on the left
hand, D e p a r t ' from *me, ye cursed, into
everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels: And thtse shall go away into
everlasting punishment." (Matt. 25:41, 46.)
Dear reader, pause and think. These are
eternal truths and cannot be evaded. W e
must reckon with them. But we may escape these sad consequences by accepting
Jesus as a Savior and yielding obedience
to God's word. Will you do so?
Notice: The above is prepared by the
Tract Committee and will be issued in tract
form.—Editor.
"Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness lie in obedience to the law of God."
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F o r e i g n M i s s i o n Work.
Q U O T A T I O N S S E L E C T E D B Y ]'. R .

ZOOK.

" T h e whole
d u t y of
the
whole
c h u r c h is t o p r e a c h t h e w h o l e g o s p e l
to the whole world."
" T h e g o s p e l is a r e a l i t y ; so a r e t h e
heathen.
L e t u s t h e r e f o r e be m i s sionary, not visionary."
" A m a n m a y well q u e s t i o n h i s o w n
s p i r i t u a l life if h e is i n d i f f e r e n t t o t h e
n e e d s of o v e r half
of
the
human
race."
" T o become a shareholder
world's

evangelization

profitable

in

is t h e

the
most

investment."

" H e w h o has no passion to convert
needs

conversion."

' W e had better stop praying, 'Thy
k i n g d o m c o m e ' until w e get right on
t h e m i s s i o n a r y q u e s t i o n , a n d find a
better proposition t h a n 9 6 p e r cent,
for h o m e a n d 4 p e r cent, a b r o a d . "
" T h e m o m e n t a m a n loses himself
in C h r i s t , h e finds h i s lost b r o t h e r . "
" C h r i s t i a n s lay u p a n n u a l l y above
all t h e i r c o m f o r t s a n d l u x u r i e s
one
h u n d r e d times the a m o u n t they give
to foreign missions."
'Let us give our money to the
of s a c r i f i c e ; s y m p a t h y
even
t e a r s ; s e r v i c e e v e n to
going
a l o n e to fall i n t o s o m e h e a t h e n
to d i e ; a n d p r a y e r s even to the
of i m p o r t u n i t y . "

point
with
forth
land
heat

" H e was not willing that any should
perish."
" I t is i n d e e d a s t r i k i n g i n s t a n c e of
our n a t u r a l self-deception, t h a t
persons w h o would quite shrink from the
i d e a of c o m m i t t i n g m o s t of t h e c r i m e s
w h i c h a r e c o n d e m n e d i n t h e w o r d of
G o d , t h i n k little of t h e v i c e s of t h e
t o n g u e . B u t a n y o n e w h o is
duly
j e a l o u s of h i m s e l f will a l w a y s w a t c h
most carefully against the sins which
a r e t h e least u n p o p u l a r in h i s
own
c i r c l e , a n d c e r t a i n l y t h e g r e a t evil of
w h a t is c a l l e d in t h e r e l i g i o u s is c h a t teration."
" H e w h o calls o n t h e L o r d t o h e l p
him u p m u s t himself struggle to get
o n t o h i s feet if h e w o u l d h a v e
his
prayer answered."
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secret organizations in that connection
such as the "Sons of Temperance,"
etc. Referring to the agitation against
A Semi-Monthly Religious Journal
secretism which prevailed in conseFor the exposition of true, practical piety and devoted to the spread of Evangelical truths
quence
of the Morgan episode, the
and the Unity of the church.
writer says, "It was an era when the
Published in the interest of the church of the
Brethren in Christ.
Anti-Masonic mania had run amuck
till
it had turned the brains of many
SUBSCRIPTION: | £ E R „ Y E A R "
"
:
t1-00
i Srx MONTHS.
- socts
very good people.
Some sort of a
(Sample Copies Free)
corpse
had
been
fished
up, or dug up,
To Foreign Countries, $1.25 a Year.
somewhere in New York to represent
Editor, GEO. DETWILER, Harrisburg. Pa the missing and presumably murdered
Morgan. When some one expressed
ASSOCIATES:
a doubt about the genuineness of the
BIDDER W. O. BAKER,
IvOuisville, Ohio
body, said Thurlow Weed, 'Its a good
E W E R M. H. OBERHOI.SER,
Culberson, Pa.
S. R. SMITH,
. . . .
Harrisburg, Pa.
enough Morgan for us.' So the satunalia of craziness about the awful
GEORGE DETWII.ER, Office Manager
deeds of secret societies was on; and
All communications and letters of business many a pious minister and zealous
should be addressed to Geo. Detwiler,
lay worker for temperance regarded
1627 Swatara St., Harrisburg, Pa.
the regalia of a Son of Temperance
with about the same horror as if it had
Entered at the Postoffice at Harrisburg, Pa., as secthe
imprint upon it of the devil's hoof.
ond class mail matter.
Bigots are very willing to have the
be date printed after your name on the
Lord's work done, if done by their
label denotes the lime to which you have paid.
own formulas. It is said the race is
Keep it in the future.
not yet extinct, so why criticise these
men of a past generation." At that
EDITORIAL.
time secrecy was in disgrace. PennMISCELLANY.
sylvania even elected a governor on
the anti-ticket, if we are rightly inWhat is hidden in the secrecy of the formed, but in our day it sits enlodge room, and what lies are often trenched almost everywhere politically
told, sometimes comes out that it may and largely religiously.
Popular
be seen in all its hideousness. We Christianity has linked arms with the
saw the report recently in the news- lodge and many of its ministers are its
papers of a court trial where a mem- advocates and defenders. Men promiber sues the Odd Fellow lodge for nent in church work, Sunday-school
$5,000 damages because of injuries worn, revival campaigns and other
received at his initiation as a member religious movements, are also good
of that lodge. The injury he suffer- lodge members ignoring the apostle's
ed was a broken leg, which it was admonition to come out from among
falsely given out at first by the lodge them, since darkness and light can
and himself was caused by falling not be in fellowship with each other.
down stairs. This is only one case
out of many that go to show the GodWith this number Bro. J. Myers
lessness of these institutions of Satan, Bossier concludes the series of arand how any God-fearing, Christ-be- ticles on Health vs. Sickness. How
lieving, man can consistently remain many of our readers have followed
a brother in such an institution, is him throughout we 'cannot know.
more than we can understand. Anti- Possibly many have been wishing
Secrecy writers relate the murder of they would end long ere now. But
one William Morgan sometime near one does not necessarily need to en1830, by the Free Masons by drown- dorse all that the writer says, and yet
ing him in Lake Ontario. It is given find much of solid value. About forty
as authentic history. The tide of years ago we became interested in hyopinion against the secret lodge set in giene and health reform and for a
strongly at that time as a consequence while were confident in our youthful
of the disclosure of this murder. Of enthusiasm, that dietary reform would
course the lodge denies that a murder make its way rapidly among the peoever took place, and redicules the ple. But we have found that such restatements of those who affirm that it forms are slow. "I'll eat what tastes
did. As to how the present-day good and suffer what is right." is the
Mason disposes of 'this matter the fol- way an old relative of ours put it. It
lowing is a sample as published re- is related of an Englishman who was
cently in one of our city papers. The fond of good eating, and was troubled
writer is alluding to the temperance with palpitation of the heart, that his
movements of early days of the 19th doctor ordered him to quit his roast
century, referring especially to the beef. His answer was, "Let her pal-
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pitate." Whether we agree with Bro.
Bossier or not, it is very plain to us
that we could, without suffering any
inconvenience, live on a very much
more simple dietary than we do, and
much to our benefit. Ever since
health reform had its first advocates
the frying pan's use in the preparation of food has been denounced, yet
there is no appreciable reform on that
line. Cooks wouldn't know how to
prepare a meal without that instrument. Of pie crust it has been said
there is none that is not harmful,
while much of it is positively poisonous, yet as far ,as we can judge, pies
are in present day dietary in undiminished number, and what a bitter
wail would go up if that one article
would be interdicted. We would very
much like to see Bro. Bossier's claim
that diet-reform will make the slave
of strong drink sober, put to a test.
It is claimed by the raw foodists that
diet reform on the lines they advocate
will take away the appetite for tobacco and opium as also alcohol.
Personally we believe the claim to be
true, but being neither a tobacco user
nor alcohol fiend, we cannot demonstrate the truth or falsity of the claim.
We have come to the conclusion that
the excess of food above what the
system can appropriate is more productive of sickness than the particular
kinds of food, however important that
part of the reform no doubt is.
Perhaps about a year ago or more
something was said in these columns
about Dr. Campbell's New Theology.
Dr. Campbell is the present incumbent
of the late Joseph Parker's pulpit in
London, England. It is stated now
that this new theology has pretty
nearly run its course. It is said that
only a year ago the City Temple, London, with R. J. Campbell in it, seemed to fill the entire English theological
horizon. There was apparently nothing else in the whole firmament that
could have been ticketed "visible."
The "Old Theology" had alreadybeen laid away to molder back to dust,
and even its "obituaries"—oftenest
couched in .irreverant and hilarious
phrase—were on their way to speedy
and deserved oblivion. But this New
Theology Movement seems now to
have received a decided set-back in
England by the withdrawal of some
of its leaders from further association
with Mr. Campbell on account of recent "irrational developments." One
Dr. Warschauer, who has stood as
Mr. Campbell's "second" and the
chief "scholar" of the New Movement, is one of the latest withdrawals,
and he says that "the charges made-
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against it—the new theology—by
Evangelical Christians are abundantly
justified." He now in his confession
of having been mistaken utterly repudiates these teachings as "subversive of all that I understand by Christianity," or "of all that I understand
by religion." He calls it a "pitiless
pantheism." "And so are we not having another illustration of the 'dissolving views' " of which every age—
not to say generation—furnishes
countless examples?
God's truth
alone is immutable and immortal!
Those who reflect it and promote it
are the only permanent luminaries and
illuminators in the celestial firmament." Yet, no doubt many have suffered and are shaken from their
foundation by the influence of these
teachings.
A sister who lives in the State of
Washington, isolated from fellowship
and intercourse with others of like precious faith, writes us that she has
taken the VISITOR for over fourteen
years and would not know how to live
without it, that she finds such good
soul food in the blessed testimonies
and sermons, that she gets more good
out of it than she can get at the
churches where she goes where the
minister reads the sermon. She says,
'This is the week of prayer, but if 1
had to wait a whole year to take a
week of prayer I believe I would
perish in the mist. But I do thank
God for liberty at all times. Very
few hours go by when my eyes are
open that I don't pray or look to the
good Lord and ask him to lead and
guide me. I know he is a guide by
day and a shield by night. Bless his
dear name. I am glad I ever learned
to know Jesus. I know there is more
for me. I attended the watch-night
meeting. We were on our knees praying when the bells and whistles began
their salute for the New Year, but it
was not like three years ago at Upland, Cal. That was a joyful time to
us; I never will forget it. It did my
soul so much good; it was good to be
there. I trust it may be God's will
that I can soon enjoy such a feast
again. O what joy that will be to
meet never to part." Of her family
she says some are saved and some are
yet out in the cold. She wishes she
could bring them back again, but they
can't say they never heard mother or
father pray or that mother did not tell
them about Jesus. She questions
whether perhaps if they had not
moved so far away it would be different with the children. If it was
wrong for them to do so she hopes
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God will forgive and grant that they
may yet be saved, and asks God's children to pray for them.
We have learned of the death of C.
H. Balsbaugh at his home, near Hanoverdale, Pa., on January 18. Many
of our readers will remember that he
was a frequent contributor to the
columns of the VISITOR in the earlier
years of its existence. He was always
an interesting writer being able to
handle his subject intelligently and
instructively. The appellation, bookworm, was sometimes applied to him
by his friends. He was well-informed
and possessed of more than ordinary
intelligence. He was in feeble health
for a number of years and, as he wrote
us Once, did much of his writing in
bed. A note from his wife just a few
weeks previous- to his death, informed
us that he was failing mentally and
physically, yet we did not think he
would be gone so soon. His work is
ended. God bless the sorrowing companion. He was JJ years of age, and
a member of the Church of the Brethren.
Elder John W. Smith, of Wayne
county, Ohio, who has been engaged
in evangelistic work in Eastern Pennsylvania for nearly three months
stopped off over night at Harrisburg
on January 25-26, and preached to a
fair congregation at the Messiah
Home chapel, on Monday evening.
Elder Smith left his home at Weilersville, O., the end of October and has
.since then been constantly at work,
first holding meetings at Silverdale
and Souderton in Bucks county, then
at Grater's Ford, Montgomery county
and later in Lancaster county at Strasburg, Manor, and Reichs, at all of
which places he reports having had
good meetings with good interest and
a number of conversions. From here
he went on westward expecting to
spend several weeks yet in Blair county, Pa., before leaving for his home.
We are much disappointed in having no report from any of the missionaries in the foreign field for this issue.
It is a long while since there has been
any word from the Macha Mission.
We have heard through another channel of Bro. Taylor and some of the
natives having rather a thrilling encounter with a lion. How serious it
really was we don't know, and had
hoped to have some word direct from
them, but are disappointed. We hope
there will be reports for our next issue. In the meantime let us be, and
continue, in prayer for those in the
foreign field as also for the native

brethren and sisters who are just
emerging from the darkness and superstition of an idolatrous system
which still holds millions in its cruel
grasp.
The editor of the Montreal Witness
in the discussion of "boy degenerates"
mentions "street corner education" as
one of the prominent causes that
works for the destruction of the boys.
This no doubt is true, and if so what
shall we say of the MEN of this day
and generation ? If those who are
men now were as they ought to be,
the streets of our cities would not be
the menace they are to our children.
Truly, Satan has many agents working for him who are causing the little ones to stumble. Being on the
streets in the evening or night is
working the ruin of countless numbers of boys and girls. We read of a
city on whose streets boys and girls
will be playing in' safety, but that is
not present day condition. Shall we
not pray with the aged seer, "Even so,
Come, Lord Jesus?"
We are pleased to learn from Bro.
F. Elliott that his health has been
fairly good so far this Winter having
been able to go out and attend meetings more than for a number of years
past. He informs us that on request
of Canadian and American brethren he
has consented to withdraw his resignation as stated in a letter to the VISITOR
in a previous issue, and will, jointly
with the other members of the committee, take up the work and prepare
a report for Conference.
•m •
Elder J. N. Engle writing under
date of Jan. 23, says, "We have heard
good news of the Abilene meetings
this morning. There were thirteen at
the altar last night." Bro. S. G. Engle, of Philadelphia, Pa., who with
his wife is spending several months in
Kansas this Winter, is conducting the
meetings.
"The recognition of sin is the beginning of salvation."—Luther.
•m •
"Into the woods my Master went,
Clean forspent, forspent;
Into the woods my Master came,
Forspent with love and shame.
But the olives they were not blind to him,
T h e little gray leaves were kind to him.
T h e thorn tree had a mind to him;
When into the woods he came.
"Out of the woods my Master went,
And he was well content;
Out of the woods my Master came,
Content with death and shame.
When death and .shame would woo him
last,
From under the trees they drew him last,
'Twas on a tree they slew him—last
When out of the woods he came."
Selected by Adam Book; from Quiet
Talks on Prayer, by S. D. Gordon.
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NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
IN THE

HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS
A d d r e s s e s of M i s s i o n a r i e s .
Africa.
H . P . and Grace Steigerwald, Matopo
Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.
H . Frances Davidson, Adda G. Engle,
Myron Taylor, Jesse and Dorcia Wenger,
Choma, N. W . Rhodesia, South Africa.
Harvey J. and Emma Frey, Elizabeth
Engle, Mtshabezi Mission; Levi and Sallie
Doner, Mapane Mission, Gwanda, Rhodesia, South Africa,
T h e following are not under the F . M. B . :
Jesse R. and Malinda Eyster, Moderfontein P . O. (Intokozo Training School), via
Zurfontein, Transvaal, South Africa.
Isaac O. and A. Alice Lehman, Box 116,
Fordsburg, Transvaal, South Africa.
India.
A. L., Mrs. A. L. and Ezra Musser, Maggie Landis, No. 6 Sudder Bazaar, Dilkushi, Lucknow, India.
T h e following are not under the F . M. B . :
D. W . and Mrs. D. W . Zook, Sripat,
Purunia, Bankura district, Bengal, India.
J. H . and Anna Sparrow,
Raghunathpur P . O., Manbhoom district, India.
Elmina Hoffman, Kedgaon, Poona Dist.,
Ramabai Home, India.
Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, T a n k Road,
Bombay, India.
Central
America.
• Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cassel, San Marcos,
Guatemala, C. A. .

•m •
Our City Missions.
Philadelphia, 3423 N. Second street, in
charge of Brother Peter Stover and Sister
Stover.
Philadelphia Branch Mission, 309 W .
Norris street. In charge of Bro. and Sr.
A. K. Landis.
Buffalo, N. Y., Mission, 25 Hawley
street, in charge of Brother George Whisler and Sister Effie Whisler.
Chicago Mission, 5956 Peoria street. In
charge of Sister Sarah Bert, Bro. B. I.
Brubaker and Sister Nancy Shirk.
Des Moines, Iowa, Mission, 737 Ninth
street. Church, Thirteenth and University Ave. In charge of Eld. J. R. and
Sister Anna Zook.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
charge of A. L. and Anna Eisenhower.
Toronto, Ont., Mission in charge of J.
W; and Harriet Hoover, 51 Edwin street.
MICHIGAN.—Dear editor and readers of
the VISITOR: This evening I thought I
would write a few lines for the VISITOR,
greeting you with Psalms 103:3. " W h o
forgiveth all thine iniquities, who healeth
all thy diseases." Praise the Lord for his
great love, to the children of men.
Last Summer my health was very much
impaired, and after doctoring, and taking
considerable medicine I found I was getting worse. I attended the lovefeast at
Elmer this fall and was impressed of the
Lord to ask the elders to pray for me, and
anoint me, according to James 5:14, 15- I
asked them, and my reguest was granted,
and in answer to the prayer of faith, I was
healed, and have not taken any medicine
since.
Later in the fall I sold my farm in
Greenwood, intending to move my family
to Yale, Mich., and thought I would work
for the Lord, wherever there would be an
open door. I tried to get a house in Yale
but could get none suitable. Brother and

Sister Long said we might come up, and
live in with them this Winter, or longer if
we wished. They thought we could assist in the work here, so we moved up to
this place the last of October. The next
week after we came revival services were
commenced at the church here and were
continued for nearly five weeks.
Before the meetings closed here Bro.
Jonathan Lyons and myself started revival
meetings in Custer, laboring there together
a short time, after which Bro. Long had
charge of them for nearly two weeks, then
I went back again and held meetings there
closing on January I. One soul was saved,
and seems to be getting along well. An
appointment was made in Custer, for meeting once every Sabbath, the time being set
for meeting one Sabbath morning, and the
next Sabbath evening.
Since Bro. Long is away holding meetings, I have had that appointment to fill so
far and have also had charge of the work
here. T h e work is encouraging at both
places; the interest is good. At the meeting in Custer on Sunday evening, one soul
came forward, and found peace.
My courage is good in the service of the
Lord.
W e have good prayer meetings
here. W e are looking to the Lord for an
outpouring of the Spirit. I am glad we do
not have to wait for a special time, for we
read that the disciples went everywhere
preaching the word, and there were added
to the church, daily such as should be
saved.
Dear brethren and sisters, let us have
faith in God. Pray for the work here.
Yours for the lost,
GEORGE KITELEY.

Sandusky,

Mich., Jan. 19, 1909.

PHILADELPHIA, P A . — " L e t brotherly love
•continue. Be kindly affectioned one to
another, with brotherly love in honor preferring one another." It also says, "Be
not forgetful to entertain stranger s for
thereby some have entertained angels unawares." Let our conversation be without
covetousness and be content with such
things as we have for he has said. I will
never leave nor forsake thee so that we
may boldly say, T h e Lord is our helper,
and we will not fear what man shall do
unto us, for Jesus Christ is the same today and forever. Glory to his name.
Our meetings have been very good. Our
revival meetings are in the past, but yet
we are having meetings here every night
in the week and they are blessed. W e have
now taken up cottage meetings, two nights
in the week, and we find it pays well—the
Lord pays in advance, praise his name.
Brother C. O. Lehman from Manheim, Pa.,
was with us over Sunday and preached the
word with power. T h a n k God for ministers who are fearless. On Monday we visited among the poor. Truly, I can't express myself for the many, many, poor
families that we have even in our reach.
It is heart-aching and heart-breaking to
think that there are so few who are willing
to go into the field where there are so
many suffering ones and hardly any one to
give them a helping hand or even a kind
word. I took Brother Lehman into a few
homes. In one day you can't get to many
homes. W e got into one home where they
had four little children, one pair of twin
babies, no fire in the house and nothing to
eat but what we gave them that day, and
hardly sufficient clothing to cover their
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nakedness. If these are not pitiable sights
I don't know what to call it. Brother
Lehman thought it could not b e ; he began
to weep and wondered what we were doing for the poor and needy. May God help
us to get our eyes open for this is not the
only family, but there are hundreds. W e
were in other homes and I was very glad
that we could make these few visits together, for I know he realises more now
than ever what Mission work in this great
city is. I believe it has enlarged his heart
to do more for the cause than ever.
When we were through visiting we had
prayer meeting in the evening about twelve
squares from the Mission. W e had a real
pentecost. T h e r e were tears enough flowing to wash feet. One brother who had
grown cold and was drifting back stood up
and testified and said he only wished he
was where he was in the beginning. Then
we sang the blessed hymn, " H e lifted me,"
and it seemed the Spirit of the Lord came
upon him and lifted him. H e shouted and
cried out, " H e took me back, H e took me
back."
Praise his name for such real
things. Another man who was a sinner
for many years gave his heart to God. H e
is really saved.
Does it pay to go out and to be a lving.
sacrifice for our blessed Master?
These things don't come about in a corner, as Paul .writes in one place, but we
must put forth an effort. W e must move
out, faith without works is dead, like the
body without the spirit. So also if we
pray with people who are in poor circumstances and say, "God bless you and provide your need," and give not those things
that are needful what good would our
prayers be. So beloved, let us not shut
up our bowels of mercy but let us have the
spirit of Jesus and have mercy and compassion upon the poor and fallen people.
I plead in Jesus' name for clothing and for
whatever you have to give for the cause of
Christ; for truly we have many here at the
Mission staying continually, the house
filled with poor and needy. Never did I
see times in Philadelphia as they are this
last year. Many dear souls are suffering,
and I am afraid there is a day coming
when these cries and these moans and
pleadings are entered into the ears of the
Lord. Let us be careful that they will not
stand against us at that gre"at day when
we must all appear and give an account
of our stewardship.
W e are putting forth every effort, by his
help, not in our own strength, for we
know we can't do anything; but through
him we can do all things, and he said if
we want anything we shall ask, and if we
abide in him and his words abide in us we
shall ask what we will and it shall be done.
I believe it.
The call goes out in his name to remember us here in this large field where the
sheaves are lying around going to waste.
So, kindly help to gather them in. Souls
are so dear, they have cost so much. Let
us not hesitate. Let us lay up our treasures in heaven where moth and rust doth
not corrupt and where thieves do not
break through and steal.
My heart is
filled and touched while I am dictating this
little message. Now, may the richest blessing of our God rest and abide with all
God's people. Your brother and sister in
the battle for souls.
PETER STOVER AND W I F E .

3423 N. Second St., Jan. 19, 1909.
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ABILENE, KANS.—Dear editor, greeting
in Jesus' name. W e have just closed a
two weeks' meeting at Zion. T h e first
week the meeting was well attended, the
roads being good and beautiful moonlight
nights. The last week the temperature fell
to eight degrees below zero with a strong
wind which checked the interest somewhat.
W e appreciated the faithful labors of
Bro. S. G. Engle, of Philadelphia. Pa.
May God water the seed sown. I am glad
to say some took the way of confession
and consecration and found the Lord precious while others were deeply convicted
of the deeper life. "Cast thy bread upon
the waters for thou shalt find it after many
days." (Ecc. 11 : i ) . H e also says, "My
word shall not return unto me void, but
will accomplish that whereunto I have sent
it." (Isa. 55=ll)Bro. Engle expects, the Lord willing, to
commence a series of meetings on Wednesday the 13th at Abilene. May God
richly bless him and his wife to the salva- •
tion of many precious souls.
Yours in Jesus' name,
J. H.

January
A

WAGAMAN.

11, 1909.

VOICE FROM NORTH W E S T CANADA.—

A happy New Year to all the readers of
the VISITOR:
Greeting in the precious
name of him who died to save us, but now
is alive for evermore.
By God's help I will try and write a few
lines as a report and contribution for the
VISITOR providing it will miss the waste
basket.
Sixteen month ago this evening I and
our youngest son left our native home in
the East, at Greencastle, Pa., U. S. A., for
Sask, Canada, expecting that later our
second son and I would press on to our
prospective home in the Eagle Lake district, on 14, 30, 24 W. of the 3rd. W e
reached our destination in October, 1908,
and are much pleased with the country and
its prospects for the future to those who
avail themselves of the chance and put
forth the proper effort to succeed, when
the country becomes developed,, and rail
road facilities come.
T h e railroad to this district has been delayed and so finding plenty of work and
comfort at the home of our son near Caron, Sask, and by a kind providence was
permitted to enjoy the company of all our
sons for a good part of one year in the
meantime enjoying good health and could
meet with the Methodist people in worship,
and during the long winter months my
Bible afforded me comfort and happiness,
and our blessed Savior condescended to
meet with us and bless us and care for us.
My companion told me before I left our
home in the East, I should take the Saviour with me, and I have been trying to
do so, and wish to become more, obedient
to him in the future.
I was also permitted to break one hundred acres or more of prairie sod with an
ox team.
I finally safely reached our
homestead eight miles northwest of Merrington, and am now looking forward to
the time when my companion and children
will safely reach here and have a reunion
and worship around our family altar and
meet in public service with God's people.
T o this I had long looked forward to with
desire and which the Lord permitted me
finally to enjoy. W e are looking forward
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to better times. Last season was very dry
in this new country, and much of the grass
was burned off with prairie fires. But
there will soon be more fire guards. We
had an unusually early and severe snow
storm, ground blizzard commencing to
rain and snow on the evening of October
19, and continued for about forty-eight
hours, part of the time raining, sleeting,
&c.
The snow drifted in banks some
places probably two feet deep or more,
some of which is still visible, but it has
not snowed very much.since. The ground
is generally covered in many places so people can sleigh or wagon, but the wagon is
safest for long trips.
This is a grand good country; the land
lays nice and the ground is rich and fertile, and the farmer will be well paid for
his labor when well done. The land requires to be well broken up in the Spring
and well worked down in the after part of
the season and the seeding done the following Spring. The water is plenty when
proper efforts are made at the proper
places. W e succeeded in getting water;
plenty apparently at a depth of thirty-five
feet, and I know of three others near here
of about the same depth. Some have to go
sixty feet or even ninety. So people feel
encouraged with the prospects for water.
T h e weather, since the storm, has been
very pleasant much of the time—a remarkably nice Winter so far.
About seven
homesteaders have come in for the Winter.
Some quite lately, and some have very
thin board shacks, some sod. These last
if properly built are very warm and comfortable.
The Canadian Northern Railway survey is running southwest of Merrington
within six miles. The surveyors are at
work now westward. The road is running
from Saskatoon to Calgary and is already
completed within fifty miles of here and
the grading within fifty miles. It is expected the road will be completed in 1909.
Also the C. P. R. is coming through
north of us from Moose Jaw to Lacomptee, partly completed.
The settlers here can get supplies now at
Zelandia. Coal, &c. at pretty reasonable
prices, so the farmers can soon do work
on their land and make improvements instead of being on the trail nearly all the
time. There is yet much land to be possessed. Many settlers are expected to
come on their claims this coming Spring.
Eree homesteads here are not very plenty.
Land for sale is owned by private parties
and R. R. company, and can be bought at
about from nine to fourteen dollars per
acre. Some probably for less. The climate here is pleasant and healthy.
Our meetings are generally held at the
home of Bro. Isaac Baker's. The postoffice is also there at present. We have
one mail in once a week now and the outgoing mail is delayed one week in places.
W e often send mail with settlers out to an
advantage. W e expect better mail service
later. Brother and Sister Baker have the
good will of the people and have the work
of the Lord at heart, and are pushing with
untiring efforts to build up the Master's
cause. T h e members seem to be in earnest
blessings conferred upon us spiritually and
determination to be faithful. May all who
know the worth of prayer remember the
work here, that the Lord may bless every
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effort put forth consistent with ""his will to
his own honor and glory.
This country is being rapidly settled by
people from various parts of the world, and
the harvest will soon be plentious and the
laborers few. May the Lord send forth
more laborers into his harvest. We have
great reason to praise the Lord for his
goodness and mercy, and the favor and
blessings conferred upon us spiritually and
temporally. W e also feel our responsibilities we owe to our fellow beings whom
the Lord redeemed.
The first lovefeast here was held at Bro.
Baker's home, Nov. 28. Seven members
were present, four have gone east for
the Winter, and the number total of the
congregation was twenty-eight. Our minister, Bro. Isaac Baker, as on other occasions held forth the word of God in its
original purity and primitive simplicity*
W a r m testimonies were given and the
Holy Spirit, who is Christ's representative during his absence from the earth, met
with us.
The church here is yet in its infancy but
we trust it will soon be organized and assistant officials and workers engaged in the
cause and yet many be converted and added to the church of such as shall be saved.
May Zion shine forth; may the Lord
lengthen her cords, and strengthen her
stakes, is my prayer.
My thoughts are often with those of like
precious faith in our home districts and
elsewhere, and also those who have not
made choice of the one thing needful.
May they remember procrastination is the
thief of time, and we who have set our
faces Zionward remember that now is our
salvation nearer than when we believed.
May the Lord help us and save without
the loss of one, to meet him in the skies.
Yours in he work till Jesus comes,
A. A.

Merrington,

Sask,

PLUM.

Canada.

JABBOK F A I T H H O M E . — T o the

readers of

the VISITOR: I am glad I can greet you in
the precious name of Jesus who is all things
to me. Since I last wrote he has done great
things for me and us. Bless his dear name.
I can say of a truth, Truly thou art with
me. Thy rod and thy staff, they comfort
me. And he is the. strength of my life and
has promised that as long as we keep in
divine order never to leave us alone.
I am so glad I got to the place where I
could know that I was being led by the
Spirit of God. He says in his word that
we are led by the Spirit and don't follow
a stranger, thank God. Truly his word is
a lamp to our feet and a light to our pathway; and there is no need of us stumbling,
or falling by the way. H e has promised to
lead us and guide us in the ways of truth
and right for his name's sake.
I am glad to report victory through
Jesus. I never felt more like standing true
than I. do now. How many are turning
away from the truth and are not willing to
take the whole way with the Lord and are
getting worldly in their appearance, and
also in their daily life, seemingly having
very little concern for those who are out
in the field. In fact they don't seem to
think of anybody but themselves. I am
glad to sing as in the h y m n : "Live for
self, you live in vain, Live for Christ you
live again." Bless his name.
(Continued on page 12.)
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS.
My Mission.
I was longing for a mission—
Something men would count as grand,
Something that would win the praises
Of the lofty in the'land.
So I squandered time in waiting
For the chance that never came—
Quite forgot to think of others
In my yearnings after fame.
But one day I had a vision
Of the needy close at hand—
Of the poor whose hearts are hungry
As they journey through the land.
Starving for a word of comfort,
Yearning, but alas! in vain,
For the love of those about them
And the smile that lightens pain.
Just a little deed of kindness
Just a word of hope and cheer,
Just a smile—they cost so little,
But they make it heaven here!
Thus it was I found my mission—
Knew what work God meant for me
And I cried : "Forgive my blindness •
Now at last, thank God, I see I"
And my heart that had been selfish
In its longing to be great
Saw broad fields of labor waiting
For me just outside the gate.
I have sought to scatter sunshine
In a dark and cheerless place,
Loving words have given courage—
Brightened many a weary face.
In joy of helping others
God's good time I waste no more
Since my life has found its mission—
Found it at the very door.
O, the little deeds of kindness,
And the words of hope and cheer,
And the smiles that cost so little—
But they make it heaven here.
—Eben E. Rexford, In Forward.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Christian Fellowship and Church
Fellowship.
ADAM BOOK.

Religiously speaking, with the word
fellowship we understand a commingling together, or communion of
kindred spirits. (I. John 1 13, 6, 7.)
Thus as we get out into the world we
meet many persons whom we acknowledge as Christians because of the
spirit they seem to have and manifest;
and as we get in conversation with
them we enjoy their fellowship because of the commingling of kindred
spirits and as we get into their assemblies we enjoy it because of the
good things that are said. Much more
might be said along this line but this
may suffice—we have the thought of
Christian fellowship. Now in the latter part of our subject we can enjoy
all of the former privileges and blessings and more.
It is a sad fact that all Christian
people do not see into, or have the
same light on the sacred word of God,
and thus in church fellowship we enjoy the privilege and blessing of obeying the commandments as given in the
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word of God for his children. It also
is to be regretted that so many Christian people discard and ignore the
plain teachings of God's word.
In reference as to commandments
there are many contained in the word.
I will only cite you to a few of those
that pertain to the outer part such as
baptism, washing feet, prayer covering, holy kiss, communion, modest
apparel, etc.
In treating church fellowship in connection with the commandments, I
wish to stay close at home, with us as
the "Brethren in Christ Church."
Brother, sister, let me say, I believe
that in some localities we have lost our
influence, to a great extent, and are
without power to win souls to God because of our looseness and waywardness in some of these things. We as
a Brotherhood profess to believe in
these commandments as mentioned
above. And when I unite with the
church I accept the doctrine and belief of the church; and so personally
profess to believe in the commandments.
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Yours for holiness according to the
truth of his word.
Hope, Kans.
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

Health vs. Sickness.—No. X,
J.

MYERS BOSLER.

(g) Eating and Drinking, (Con.)
(1) Cooking.—The culinary art is
largely a menace to health. Not only
are many foods made indigestible
and harmful; but also many made
dead,—lack glame.
Cooked foods
should be air-blended to restore glame,
vitality, or the indescribable something driven out by heat. The uncooked foods are the more vitalizing.
Fruits should be eaten raw. Cereals
also. Honey is great for vitality because natural. Frying is possitively
harmful. Though the system may for
all the life-time, be able to throw off
the burdens thereof; yet the sexual nature will be fired more or less, and a
thirst for alcoholic drinks be created
to counteract the poison. Cook dry
in a double steamer. Avoid all condiments, such as salt, pepper, sugar,
allspice, mustard, ginger, vinegar, and
the like. Avoid baking powders, so-

Beloved, let me say I sometimes
wonder what the unsaved think anyway when they see some of our doings. • das, cream tartar, and ferments. PosBeloved, the unsaved do not come to itively use no animal oils or fats. See
services with their eyes shut (so to prohibits in law of Moses. Olive oil,
speak), they see when they are there. cotton seed oil, cocoanut oil and peaWhat do you suppose their conclus- nut oil are far cheaper.
ions are when they see us go to com(2) What to eat.—"Eat ye that
munion with those who ignore and which is good." Good to digest and
discard some of these things as stated nourish. Not good tasting to a perabove? And not only so, but are an- verted palate; but good for health and
tagonistic to the church and make strength.
light by speaking ridiculously of some
Pork is, to say the least, strictly unof the things as they are taught in
clean, unfit, and objectionable because
Holy Writ through the inspiration of
of Mosaic Dietary. The use of anithe Holy Ghost. What does the
mal flesh is fast diminishing; because
apostle say about the one that walks
of cost and general results.
disorderly? (Read II. Thess. 3:6.)
However fresh beef, chicken, and
Is the man, or woman, who ignores
meat of matured sheep may be eaten,
the word of God walking orderly or
with good results, once every other
disorderly? Dear reader I will let
day or so. It should be cooked in a
you give the answer.
double sauce-pan without any water so
Brother, sister, I believe it behooves as to save the brain and nerve feeders.
us to walk according to our profes- Salted meat is worthless, very hard to
sion. Sometimes it comes to me like digest if at all.
this: A certain minister was asked
Avoid acrid fruits, store jellies and
once to give the definition of baptism. preserves as well as canned goods,
He went on to give it as meaning a pearl tapioca, dried currants, cranberplunging in, covering over, burying, ries, vinegar, rich gravies, pie-crust,
etc., but said on top of that (in the raw onions, pickles, cucumbers, sauerGerman language) "Aber ein wenig kraut, radish, horse radish, green and
Waser auf den Kopf ist yust so gut." canned corn, all pickled and spiced
So it seems with some of us, we pro- goods. The following are questionrhubarb, doughnuts, fresh
fess to believe something, and with able :
our actions we say that the other will bread, fancy, and patent crackers,
sweet cakes, Saratoga chips, gravies
do too.
and
soups as commonly made, ice
Now, if God can bless this to the
cream,
candy and all confections
good of some one, to him be all the
sweetened
canned fruits, and sugar.
glory. Amen.
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Sugar is inorganic. It is a manufactured product. It is not necessary to
hygienic dietary.
Combined with
either milk, or cream, or butter, or
meat, or any thing oily, or with acrid
fruits, or eggs, dioxide poison is sure
to result. This poison as well as others, and the unassimilated food in the
system is the soil for fevers and disease. The American people consume
considerable over one million dollars
worth of sugar every day in the year.
God certainly never intended sugar
to be extracted from its organic state,
and then manufactured. Much sugar
very much dulls the natural keen appetite for wholesome foods; and it also
heats the sexual passions very much.
Meat and milk should not be eaten at
the same meal; neither meat and fruit.
Whole wheat bread should be used.
Also unpolished rice in abundance.
These should be the staple foods for
every day. They will be greatly relished by all who conform to nature's
laws.
For comfort and also advantage
some food should only be eaten in their
season as to temperature. Some foods
have great heating properties; while
others have none.
For cold weather yellow corn meal
is the greatest heater, buckwheat, nuts,
meat, oils, milk, and eggs are also
good heaters.
For the Summer season the following should be used principally: White
cornmeal, hominy, fruits and the
seasonable vegetables and berries.
Brown bread, rice, milk, potatoes and
cheese are fairly well adapted for all
seasons.
(3) How to eat.—The anatomy of
man calls for thorough mastication of
food. The preservation of the teeth
demands it; mushes and soups and
much of the sloppy food stuffs are not
conducive to the retaining of the natural teeth. All starchy foods must
be thoroughly chewed and mixed with
saliva and reduced to a liquid, or there
will be waste and harm. But such
foods cooked wet, some having batter
or juice certainly cannot be eaten
economically or hygienically. Most
food stuffs should be eaten dry and
thoroughly ingested. The problem of
avoiding foul bodily odors, stenchful
breath, belching gas, and eructations
is quickly solved by properly eating
staple foods simply prepared. Gladstone, England's greatest statesman,
would have all food taken by his
famliy from the family table, chewed
thirty-three times before swallowing.
The reward was great. The value and
importance of proper ingestion cannot
be touched by only a few paragraphs.
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Eat slowly. Use no liquids to diminish the amount of chewing. Chew
as long as there is anything left to
chew. Make the mind relish and value
the food. Call every good thing, good.
Stale bread should be easily, and with
good relish, eaten without any spread
or dip. Nothing should be eaten
while undergft strain, or burden, or
great grief, or while worried or angered. Great peace and perfect love are
the best things conducive to good digestion and health. Many would do
well and save much if they were to
eat from one-fourth to one-half as
much as they do, and then thoroughly
ingest what they do eat. By eating
slowly and chewing properly hunger
would be appeased long before the line
of gluttony would be reached. The
same principle holds in drinking.
Many drink so fast that too much is
drank before nature can signal enough.
Milk should be sipped slowly. Soups
containing starches must have the
starchy portion masticated well. Chewing is not for swallowing; but for the
digestion of food. Apart from digestion, much could be swallowed without
chewing. Solid foods and liquids
should be taken separately—positively.
Ralston's First Book, page 131 says:
"It takes time; but what it loses by the
clock it gains by giving the body the
nutrition that otherwise would be lost.
There is not the slightest donbt about
this proposition. A man in a hurry
can bolt a meal of seven courses in
fifteen minutes. The same man in tne
same time could secure more actual
nutrition from one-tenth of the amount
of food slowly ingested; and his digestive system would not be burdened with a load that must be thrown
off at great nervous expense.''
(4) What to drink.—Positively
avoid coffee and store tea. There's
a reason. Use no stimulating beverages. Cocoa and chocolate are questionable. Soft drinks, mild drinks, socalled health drinks are untrue, are
unsafe. Use clear, odorless soft spring
water. If it is not obtainable, perfectly pure water can be distilled at the
rate of one to'five gallons a day at a
very small expense by a kitchen distill. Grown people will do well to
avoid hard water. Cereal coffees are
not highly recommendable.
Rain
water boiled then air-blended is good.
Fruit and vegetable juices are good.
Milk is good if sipped slowly. Bouillon
tea is good. Tea of bitter herbs is
good.
Ralston Meals, page 23: "There is
no reason for taking any other fluid
but water, for the blood will select

nothing but water from what is
drank, and the rest is all rejected.
An examination into a great number of cases shows that the nearer the
habits of eating come to natural or
wholesome food the less craving the'
stomach has for other drinks than
water. Wholesome or sensible eating
invites a desire for cold water as a
drink. But when the habits are contrary to the demands of nature the
more intense is the craving for stimulants and false drinks.
This same law holds good in regard
to the use of alcohol; the constant condition of "inflammation of the stomach
and organs, due to a wrong diet, gives
rise to the craving for alcohol. We
have seen thousands of persons give
up all alcoholic taste very easily as
soon as the diet was made natural and
the foods wholesome. This fact is so
easily established that it ought to be
considered as the only logical method
of curing drunkenness or alcoholism.
We have been told hundreds of times
that alcohol was positively disliked as
soon as the foods were selected for
their wholesomeness.
As a general suggestion we will
state that the nearer a person gets to a
condition of perfect health the nearer
that person gets to the exclusive use
of plain water, and the farther away
one goes from perfect health the
greater is the variety of drinks, sought
and really deemed a necessity. If God
were to-day to make a man in perfect
health of all his faculties, he would
crave no other fluid but pure water
and all other drinks would be obnoxious to him. This statement does not
include fluids that are nutrient, such
as those in which milk abounds."
Beloved readers, I humbly submit
this series of articles on hygiene in
the fear of God, hoping someone has
received some help, some light, some
strength. Search the Scriptures; investigate science, and practice experiment. Prove true or untrue every
statement herein made. My heart's
desire is to be a blessing to someone.
I will answer all questions and inquiries freely to the best of my ability.
I recomemnd highly the following:
'Bibleopathy," by A. S. Garber, Ashland, O. Also Ralston Health Club
Books, including
Ralston
Model
Meals, First Book, and Complete
Book. Address, Ralston Company,
box 444, Washington, D. C.
"Be strong."
(The end.)
Canton, Ohio.
Trust in the Lord with all thine
heart.—Proverbs ii. :5.
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Light vs. Darkness.
D. V. HlUSK.
"Awake thou that sleepest and arise
from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. F o r ye were sometimes
(or once) darkness, but now are ye
light in the L o r d : walk as children of
light."
Darkness and death are synonymous
terms used in the Scriptures to express the unregenerate state of the
soul and its environments. " T h e man
that wandereth out of the way of
understanding shall remain iii the congregation of the d e a i . " * " W a n t i n g
in religious spirit and vitality, unproductive, spiritual deadness." T h o u g h
the body may apparently be in the best
of health, and the mind active, and
perceptive in things pertaining to this
life, capable of holding honorable positions, highly esteemed in the world
for honesty and integrity, yet be "out
of the way of understanding in the
congregation of the dead," unconsciously wandering in the darkness of
this world, having no higher ambition
than self and the delights of the carnal
mind. " W h o s e God is their belly,
whose glory is their shame, who mind
earthly things."
The venerable apostle is speaking to
a-class of people who were once in
spiritual darkness, dead, "and you
hath he quickened, who were dead in
trespasses and sins; wherein in time
past ye walked according to the course
, of this world, according" to the prince
of the power of the air, the spirit that
nozv worketh in the children of disobedience : among whom also we all
had our conversation in times past in
the lusts of our flesh." But since you
are quickened, made alive, those works
of darkness should forever cease. Is
not this the great hindrance to progress in the spiritual life and growth
in grace. Our conversation, what is
it? T h e lusts of the flesh, the desires
of the flesh and of the mind. " O u t
of the abundance of the heart the
mouth speaketh." T h e prayer-meeting is the testing place. "Doth a
fountain send forth at the same place
sweet water and bitter?" If the Holy
Spirit bears witness with our spirit
that we are the children of God, then
our conversation will be such that the
Holy Spirit will sanction. Then we
will not be constrained to hunt for a
testimony, or per chance borrow one
from someone else. But our testimony
will flow from the heart a real experience free and simple, the fulness of a
soul redeemed from sin.
Some are very

apt to

talk

about
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their trials and temptations,' and ask
for prayer to overcome them, that they
be removed, without humbly complying with our Lord's conditions. "Confess your sins one to another, and pray
one for another that ye may be healed." "If we confess our sins he is
faithful and just to forgive us our
sins, and to cleanse us jfcom -all- unrighteousness." "If any man see his
brother sin a sin which is not unto
death, he shall ask and he shall give
him life for them that sin not unto
death. There is a sin unto death. I
do not say that he shall pray for it."
"Christian walk carefully, danger is
near."
A man's life consisteth not in the
abundance of the things which he possesseth, neither in boasting himself
to be something when he is nothing.
Much of the prayer in public assemblies is only an excuse to God for
being sinners,and dictating to him what
he shall do for them that they may enjoy themselves in the world without
leaving their sins. "If therefore the
light that is in thee be darkness, how
great is that darkness."
W h a t then is that light which Jesus
Christ gives? T h e world says,.education, and they strain every nerve, to
reach-linto the highest possible degree
of its attainment, and when that point
is gained they have only attained to
the b e s t . m d highest degree that this
world can afford—which,
without
Christ,' is only, after all, darkness—
deep spiritual darkness, spiritual deadness—out of harmony with God and
his great plan of salvation.
" I n him was life; and the life was
the light of men. And the light
shineth in darkness; and the darkness
comprehendeth it not. T h a t was the
true Light, which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world." ( J n o .
T

-4, 5, 9-)
"Awake thou that sleepest—arise—
Christ shall give thee light." Not of
the mind or intellect only, but real
soul enlightenment. Teaching if it
is good sound Bible doctrine, will lead
up to that light. Awakening the soul
to see its needy, lost condition, as we
awake out of our sleep by the morning light, then arise and enter upon
the duties of the day. " F o r ye were
sometime darkness, but now are ye
light in the L o r d : walk as children of
light." "If we say (in our testimony)
that we have fellowship with him, and
walk in darkness, we lie, and do not
the truth. But if we walk in the light,
as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood
of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth us
from all sin." "And t r u l y our fel-
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lowship is with the F a t h e r and with
his Son, Jesus Christ."
O clear ones: "Be not deceived;
God is not mocked: for whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he also reap."
"If ye live after the flesh" (carnal
mind, which includes all manner of
pride and vanity and foolishness, such
as the world and all light-minded professors engage in) "ye shall die."
T h a t is, not naturally, but spiritually
be separated from God and the divine
influence of the Holy Spirit. Is the
language of divine inspiration not
strong enough ? Are the warnings too
mild for fallen man to heed? O u r exalted Christ says, "Behold I come
quickly, and my reward is with me, to
give to every man according as his
work shall be." "Blessed are they
that do his commandments, that they
may have right to the tree of life, and
may enter in through the gates into the
city." " F o r without are dogs, etc."'
(Rev. 22:14, 15.)
Clarence Center, N. Y.
For

the
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Testimony.
SusiU BRUBAKER.

Dear readers of the V I S I T O R : —
"Greeting in Jesus' name." F o r
sometime I have felt impressed to
write a few lines for the VISITOR, b u t
feeling my inability and fearing I
might take away the space of a more
worthy article, I kept putting it off.
But this evening while reading the
welcome VISITOR, I again felt deeply
impressed, and I find through obedience I receive the blessings. So, by
-God's help and guidance, I will endeavor to write a few lines. I have s o
many things to be thankful and praise
God for, that I hardly know where to
begin. I praise God for this wonderful plan of salvation, and that it is for
everybody—even m e ; also for his saving power, and not only did Jesus save
me, but he also keeps me.
•The Lord called me when very
young, but I was not willing t o obey
until I was fourteen years old. Then
the Lord again spoke to me in such a
wonderful way that I began to fear it
might be my last call. It was during
a protracted meeting at Mastersonville. I then came out and confessed
Christ. I felt like Paul. " T h e chief
among sinners." T h e load of sin was
so heavy upon me that I would have
despaired had it not been for the help
and grace of God. There I learned
that Jesus is ever ready to help us, if
we come in the right way. A s he revealed my condition to me, he also
made me willing to take my place be-
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fore God and man, and make my
wrongs right. I had many things to
make right, some so very small that
it was hardly worth while, but it took
my will and self out of me and I received many wonderful
blessings.
Truly 1 can say with the poet:
" 0 ! how happy are they,
Who their Savior obey,
And have laid up their treasures above.
Tongue can never express
The sweet comfort and peace
Of a soul in its earliest love.

v/

.1

"That sweet comfort was mine,
When the favor divine
1 first found in the blood of the Lamb.
When my heart it believed,
What a joy 1 leceived,
What a heaven in Jesus name."
Then the Lord showed me that I
was to wear a covering; also that my
apparel was not to be as it had been
before. At times it seemed rather
hard, but the Lord created a win within me and helped me, and to-night I
rejoice in the plain and narrow way.
I* lived on in this way for about four
months, then I was led to be baptized,
and I promised the Lord I would follow if the way opened, and a few
weeks after I was baptized, then I received another wonderful blessing.
U p to this time I had had no temptations, and everything went so smoothly I thought nothing could turn up
any more, but after I was baptized the
temptations came, but, I praise God, I
was not alone. Testis was there to
help me. Praise his name that he is
"the same yesterday, to-day and forever," and by his power I have been
kept thus far. I see such a beauty inserving the Lord that I often wonder
why not more grasp it.
I praise God for his transforming
power. I am so glad that he has taken
the worldly desires out of my heart,
and has given me something better,
something that satisfies, and brings a
clear conscience and peace to our
souls.
My earnest desire is to grow in
grace, become perfect, and do the
whole will of the Lord. I crave an
interest in the prayers of God's children.
Y o u r unworthy sister.
Mt. Hope, Pa.
Without Christ.
Why will you do without him?
The word of God is true.
The world is passing to its doom,
And you are passing too.
It may be, no to-morrow
Shall dawn for you or me;
Why will you run the awful risk
Of all Eternity?
—Sel. by Alta May Rodgers.
Mulgrave, Out.

For

the

VISITOR.
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The Everlasting Love of God.
FRANCES

HISEY.

"Bless the Lord, O my soul: and
all that is within me, bless his holy
name."
Dear brothers and sisters, and saints
in the L o r d ; as we are again ushered
into a Xew Year it brings with it new
thoughts and fresh resolutions, and
we resolve in our hearts that we will
maintain a closer walk with God. A
closer walk with God means more of
God's love in our h e a r t s : and thus I
think of God's Everlasting Love,
which he has promised to his children
as in his word he said, " T h e Lord thy
God careth from the beginning of the
year even to the end of the year."
( Deut. I I :i2.) "Even to your old age
I am he, and even to your hoary hairs
will I carry you." (Isa. 46:4.)
W h a t encouragement this should be
to the a g e d ; as the outer man grows
weaker the. inward man can and
will grow stronger if their minds are
fixed on him ( J e s u s ) , for he said,
"Thou (the L o r d ) wilt keep him in
perfect peace whose mind is stayed on
thee, because he trusts in him. T r u s t
ye in the Lord forever, for in the Lord
Jehovah is everlasting strength." (Isa.
26:3, 4.)
In the year that is now in the past
my thoughts were often drawn out towards the old and feeble and those
that are isolated who have not the
privilege of attending meetings or
prayer-meetings, as I am one that does
not want to be standing idle in the
vineyard, and would like to encourage some of the lonely and cast-down,
as I well know there are such who
have lost of their dear ones, some a
husband, or wife, or child, and feel
cast down, but we know that is the
way of the Lord and he commands us
to look to the hills from whence our
help comes; and again, he has promised to help in every time of need.
" W h e n thou passest through the
waters I will be with thee, and through
the rivers they shall not overflow thee.
W h e n thou walkest through the fire
thou shalt not be burned, neither shall
the flames kindle upon thee."
Praise the dear Lord for his Everlasting Love to the children of men.
His love has no end. O to have love
like the Everlasting Love of God!
H o w he sees all our grief and knows
all our sorrows.- W h e n he said, " I
have heard thy prayers, I have seen
thy tears, behold I will heal thee." ( I I .
Kings 20:5.)
I might go on and quote many more

of God's precious promises. They are
all so good. He ( G o d ) wants his children to have fellowship with each
other, and as long as we have his love
in our hearts we can have close communion with God and man. I know I
am very weak of myself and unworthy, but, praise the dear Father,
for he said that in his Son all fulness
dwells. O that precious blood that
was shed for me and all those who will
accept it by faith! It means a d y i n g ,
daily to self. O that we may all be
ready, having our lamps trimmed and
burning, that we may have part in the
first resurrection—to go forth to meet
our blessed Jesus and all the redeemed and be forever with the Lord.
Your sister looking for his coming,
Cashtoum,
Out.
For

the
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The Home Ministry TS. the
Erangelist.
A.

L.

EISENHOWER

Dear VISITOR family: It is perhaps one. of the severest tests of my
life for me to write my convictions 011
the subject as indicated by the above
title; yet the conviction to do so has
remained with me day and night as a
heavy burden, and I know it is of God.
The conviction that we are rapidly
drifting into worldliness with our
Evangelism is upon me as a heavy
burden, and I find as I speak with
other brethren, that they have the
same burden.
Sometimes when an evangelist is
written to his answer is, " O , I am so
busy; I have work ahead for a year
or two." Possibly in their announcements it is from four to six years.
Again, when he, the evangelist, comes
he will make it known, or get someone else to do it for him, how that he
leaves his family and business and
gives his time, etc., to this work, and
he must live. In this way a feeling of
sympathy is aroused for him among
the people, with the expectation that it
will result in big collections. And
usually the end sought for is gained—
the collection is quite large, giving
him all the way from five to twenty
dollars for each sermon, while the
home minister gives his service freely at least fifty-two times in the year
and no collections.
Some of these evangelists are wellfixed, financially, having a good income. In one instance of which I
know, the evangelist brother left the
impression go out
through
the
VISITOR that he was in need, while in
private, I know, he said his financial
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gain in just a few years was what
would be considered quite large.
I venture the opinion that we have
old ministers who have preached
years and years, and have borne their
own expenses, possibly never receiving a dollar, while the evangelist is
made happy by large collections,
amounting, as in one instance of which
I know, to more than a thousand and
a quarter dollars in a single evangelistic trip extending perhaps over
several months.
Again, the office or calling of the
evangelist according to Eph. 4:11, is
"for the perfecting of the saints for
the work of the ministry for the edifying of the body of Christ," and especially to bring about the unity of the
faith, and not to hold meetings for
the conversion of sinners. But after
the evangelist has gotten in his work
the home ministry has a hard time to
counteract confusion of teaching
brought in by the evangelist. (There
is great need that every evangelist
undergo a severe examination before
a committee of brethren who are
orthodox.) I venture to say, emphatically, that their (the evangelist)
work is less solid, or rather, the converts do not get as good an experience, and do not stand as well, backslide more easily, than do those who
are converted under the home ministry. Another evil effect that is
brought about by this course is that
in these days sinners are not expected
to be converted unless the evangelist
comes.
The Adventists support their evangelists but they have to make a report
of all money received and paid out,
and the overplus, if any, belongs to
the church. When years ago, Bro.
D. H. Brechbill, myself, and two other
workers, labored in Oklahoma we
lived very economically, and when we
returned I turned every cent over to
Elder Samuel Zook, not one cent did
we get.
But some will ask whether I don't
believe in getting ministerial help. I
certainly do favor having help. If the
Lord prompts a brother to go, or
come, let him do so. I believe in inviting ministers to help in meetings.
But the evangelist runs the whole
meeting and the home minister sits
back, as he always prefers someone
else before himself.
Another evil that I see is, the evangelist reports results in such a glowing way, hardly ever is the report as
things really are, but always better,
while the home minister hardly reports once a year, indeed there are
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brethren who have preached for many
years and have never reported.
And lastly, the evangelist is generally a little more fine, stiff, exquisite,
and generally a little more loose and
light-minded, while the home ministry is more plain, humble, meek,
quiet, mild, and more loving in his
preaching and not abusive. If you go
into the evangelist's home you find
he is not holding the lines there as he
does on others.
Now, as to what I have written, I
may say, I know whereof I speak.
Much more could be said, but I will
say no more, as the burden has left
me. If any one feels like calling into
question what I have said, please
write to me, and do not stir up a controversy in the VISITOR.

Now I leave the subject with you,
and I pray we may keep the OLD
PATHS. Kindly pray for me. I remain yours for the work and concern
of the church, your brother in the
ministry for souls.
Thomas, Okla.
For

the
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Testimony.

I feel pressed to write a few lines
for the VISITOR. I hope there will be
more brethren and sisters led the same
way by the Spirit of God, for how I
love to read the..good testimonies and
experiences. God help us to wake up
on these lines. "Oh the good we all
may do while the days are going by."
While lying awake so long this early
morning I was meditating over manygood things. We read something of
honey sweetness. A sister at Souderton so often says, when she greets me
at service, "Ain't it sweet?" Praise
God, 'tis sweet to follow Jesus.
I was thinking of the unchangeable
while moving over to Silverdale.
When we move to eternity it will be
to stay, whether good or bad, heaven
or hell. How we labor and strive for a
good home here on earth, and how
much more we ought to strive and
work for our eternal home where we
never will move again. Things are so
changeable in this world, and when we
have everything nice and clean, how
soon it gets dirty if we don't keep
cleaning. Let us keep cleaned up, for
nothing unclean can enter there. I am
happy. Praise God.
AMANDA SNYDER.
Faitn"aii(i W o r k s .
Trust in God must not supercede effort.
A lazy fellow asked alms, saying he could
not find bread for his family. "Nor can I,"
replied an industrious mechanic, " I ' m
obliged to work for it."
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THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
LESSON 7.—Feb. 14.—The Apostles Imprisoned.—Acts 5:17-42.
(Commit vs.
19, 20.)
GOLDEN T E X T : Blessed are they which
are persecuted for righteousness sake: for
their's is the kingdom of heaven.—Matt.
5:10.
CENTRAL T R C T H :

God defends his gos-

pel and those who preach it.
DAILY

FOOD :

M.

The

Apostles

Im-

prisoned.—Acts 5:17-42. T.
Sufferings
Profitable.—II. Cor. 4:1-18. W. Victories
Through Faith.—Heb. 11:32-40. T. Looking unto Jesus.—Heb. 12:1-12. F. Deliverance from Trouble.—Psa. 34:1-22. S.
Rejoice and Be Glad.—Matt. 5:1-12. S.
Tribulations Recompensed.—Rev. 7:9-17.
INTRODUCTORY.—By the sudden deaths of
Ananias and Sapphira an effectual stop
was put to hypocrisy for a time. Their
terrible, punishment inspired awe and fear
both within and without the church. T h e
apostles continued to preach with increased
freedom and power. The church enjoyed a
period of great prosperity, and multitudes
came to hear the apostles, and thousands
believed and were saved.
Miraculous
power also attended the ministry of the
apostles. Many sick were brought that
they might receive the healing touch of the
apostles. Even Peter's shadow falling on
some healed them. Their wonderful success and influence among the people alarmed the rulers, and the consequence was the
feeling which prevailed: "When the high
priest and the captain of the temple and
the chief priests heard these things, they
doubted of them whereunto this would
grow."
W H E N ? Soon after the last lesson.
W H E R E ? Jerusalem, in one of the outer
courts of the temple; and in the council
chamber where the Sanhedrin met.
W H O ? The captain of the temple and
officers, the apostles, the high priest, the
council, Gamaliel.
Explanations

and Word

Studies.

(V. 17) High priest: Most likely Caiaphas. Sect of the Sadducees: This sect
denied the possibility of any resurrection,
and the apostles were making the resurrection of Christ the central truth in their
preaching.
(V. 18) Common
prison:
Guard-house; most likely a room in the
temple. They were simply confined there
until the council should be able to meet to
consider their conduct. ( V . 20) Speak in
the temple:
No attempt is made to conceal their location. They are to go to one
of the most public places. All the words
of this life: T h e spiritual and immortal
life, the life which Jesus came to bring to
light; the life which consists in knowing
God and Jesus Christ; the life which the
Sadducees denied. (V. 21) All the Senate:
"Meyer, Alford, and Stier understand by
these words that a special meeting of the
elders was summoned to consult with the
Sanhedrin in this difficult matter. There
was a full meeting of the council including all the elders who were members."
(V. 22) Officers: Ministers, probably some
of the temple guard.
(V. 24)
They
doubted:
They were in perplexity con- .
cerning the report just made to them.
(V. 26) Without violence:
T h e apostles
might not have fared so well had not those
who put them under arrest feared the
people. They were in popular favor with
the people.
(V. 28) This man's blood
upon us: "You intend to hold us before
the people answerable for the blood of
Jesus the Messiah of Israel."
(V. 30)
The God of our fathers, &c: Peter's object was to show that the apostles and the
rulers stood upon common ground because they both worshiped the same God
whom their father's worshiped, and that
the rulers arrayed themselves against God
by murdering his Son. (V. 31) To give
repentance:
Not only an opportunity, but
a disposition to repent. (V. 32)
Witnesses
of these things:
His death, resurrection,
and ascension. So is also the Holy Ghost:
His testimony was given in the miracles
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conspicuous in the coming history (chap.
7), one who proved himself all that is here
narrated. ( V . 9) Synagogue of the Libertines: Some understood the Jews that
were free-born, or had obtained the Roman
freedom, as St. Paul h a d ; others think
they were Roman srvants who had obtained their freedom.
Cyrenians:
Jews
who dwelt at Cyrene in Africa.
Alexandrians:
Inhabitants of Alexandria, in
Egypt, of which the fifth part was Jewish.
Cilicia:
This was a province of Asia
Minor, on the sea-coast, at the north of
Cyprus. Saul of Tarsus may have belonged to that synagogue. (Chap. 7:58).
Asia:
Being distinguished from Cilicia,
cannot mean the whole of Asia Minor, but
must be restricted to Proconsular Asia.
(V. 11) Suborned:
i. e., secretly instructed, putting the charge into their mouths
(compare Matt. 26:59, 6 0 ) .
Blasphemous
words: Especially applied to railing words
when spoken of divine things, or of God
himself. ( V . 12) They stirred up the people: They excited the people, or alarmed
their fears, as had been done before when
they sought to put the Lord Jesus to death.
The elders and the scribes: T h e classes
from which the Sanhedrim was taken.
(V. 13) False witnesses:
"False because
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.—1.
God
can
they perverted and distorted his words, exopen all doors, no matter how securely
aggerated his opinions, and laid a false
barred, when he deems it best to do so. 2.
estimate on his statements."
This holy
Let us sacredly and diligently obey God
place: T h e temple. ( V . 14) The customs:
rather than men. 3. "What are seeming
The ceremonial rites and observances of
disasters sometimes open the way for
sacrifices and festivals appointed by Moses.
more abundant successes." 4. W e should
(V. 15) The face of an angel: Possibly a
desire to be witnesses for Christ with the
supernatural brightness in his face. (Chap.
Holy Spirit. 5. God's work cannot be
7 =2-53) Men, brethren, fathers,
hearken,
overthrown. 6. Every sinner is fighting
&c:
Stephen's address is recorded in
against God. 7. "Disgrace for Jesus' sake
these verses. I t was a speech in his own
is greater honor than a throne of sin." 8. defense. T h e Jews always resisted God.
Though Christ's servants are opposed, his
T h e Jewish nation is charged
with
work surely goes on.
its long-continued
crime, its murder
of the Just One, and its outrage of the
angel-given code (vs. 5I-53-)
( V . 54)
LESSON 8.—Feb. 21.—Stephen the First
Gnashed: "Originally to eat greedily, with
Christian Martyr.—Acts chapter 6 to 8:3.
a noise, as wild beasts. T h e gnashing of
(Commit vs. 55, 56.)
their teeth was the outward expression of
the bitterness and hatred within. ( V . 55)
GOLDEN T E X T : They stoned
Stephen,
Glory of God: T h e visible symbol of God;
calling upon God, and saying, Lord Jesus,
and saw Jesus in whose righteous cause
receive my spirit.—Acts 7 :59.
he was about to die. ( V . 56) Heavens
CENTRAL T R U T H :
The
Lord
receives
opened: W e cannot see the Spiritual'world
those whom the world rejects.
with our natural eyes. And yet how near
DAILY FOOD: M. T h e Arrest of Stephen
it may b e ! (See 2 Kings 6:17; Isa. 6.)
—Acts 6:1-15. T. A Shining Face.—Ex.
34:29-35. W . Promise, of Victory.—Isa.
(V. 58) Stoned him: This was the pun54:11-17. T. Wicked Accuser.—I. Kings
ishment for blasphemy. Saul: H e r e first
21:1-14. F. False Witnesses.—Matt. 2 3 : introduced. This event probably changed
59-66. S. Reproaches and Afflictions.—
his whole life. ( V . 60) To their charge:
Heb. 10:32-39. S. F o r H i s Sake.—Phil.
Literally, fix not this sin upon them. Fell
1 :19-30.
asleep:
So calmly did his life go out.
INTRODUCTORY.—The apostles after being
H e still sleeps, awaiting the resurrection.
beaten and dismissed from the presence of
the Sanhedrin, were not again molested
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.—1. T h e
man
though they continued daily in the temple
of faith is a m a n of power for good. 2. I t
and from house -to house, teaching the
is the earnest Christianity that excites perthings of Christ. (Chap. 5:41, 42.) T h e
secution. 3. Nothing cuts to the heart like
church continued t o prosper and increase.
the truth. 4. Jesus always stands ready to
But now there arose a murmuring of t h e aid his children. 5. Stopping our ears will
disciples who were Greek-speaking Jews,
not lessen our responsibility. 6. God overas distinguished from the Hebrews, who
rules evil for good. 7. Persecution spreads
were natives of the holy land, on the the truth.
ground that there had been an unjust discrimination against the widows of the forLESSON 9.—Feb. 28.—The Gospel in
eigners in the distribution of the charities
of the Church. This was settled by the
Samaria.—-Acts 8:4-25. (Commit vs. 14,
election of seven deacons to attend to this
IS-)
matter. Stephen was one of the seven.
GOLDEN T E X T : The people with one acH e so enraged his enemies by his disputacord gave heed unto those things which
tions, that they preferred charges against
Philip spake, hearing and seeing the
him.
miracles which he did.—Acts 8:6.
WHEN?
Probably A. D. 37.
CENTRAL T R U T H : Earnest preaching gets
W H E R E ? Jerusalem. T h e trial was beearnest attention.
fore the council (chap. 6:12). T h e execution took place near Kidron.
DAILY FOOD:
M. T h e Gospel
in
SaW H O ? T h e disciples, Grecians, H e maria.—Acts 8:4-25. T. T h e Apostles'
brews, Stephen, "certain of the synaCharges.—II. Tim. 4:1-8. W. Sorcery
gogue," elders, scribes, the council, "false
Forbidden.—Deut. 18:9-19. T. Minding
witnesses," and Saul.
Earthly Things—Phil. 3:15-21. F . T h e
Disciples Sent Forth.—Mk. 6:17-13. S.
Explanations
and Word Studies.
The Disciples Sent Forth.—Matt. 10:1-15.
S. Their Reward.—Matt. 10:32-42.
(Chap. 6:1) Murmering:
Dissension
about the distributiion of food. Evil is
INTRODUCTORY.—"The great
persecution
present in the h e a r t of every saint,»and
which slew Stephen and others drove the
needs to be constantly watched.
Grecians:
disciples abroad, and this dispersion led to
Greek-speaking Jews, as distinguished from preaching in many places. Philip, the
the Hebrews, who were natives of t h e deacon, not the apostle of that name, beHoly Land. T h e Grecians were from for- came an evangelist and preached in great
power in the old city of Samaria in the
eign lands, who spoke Greek.
(V. 8)
Stephen:
H i s name is first given, as most province of Samaria, lying between Judea
performed by the apostles, the speaking
with tongues, and the shaking of tne house.
(V- 33) Cut to the heart: As if "sawn
through with a s a w ; " made not penitent,
but angry. ( V . 34) Gamaliel:
See Dictionary. ( V . 36) Theudas: An unsuccessful agitator.
Josephus mentions one
Theudas, who raised a rebellion, and was
destroyed with all his forces. This Theudas pretended to be a great prophet, or
leader, and gathered about four hundred
followers; but the revolt was entirely
quelled; and the whole movement came to
nought. ( V . 37) Judas: H e is described
by Josephus. H e calls him a Galilean.
H e excited a revolt against paying taxes
to any foreign authority, and founded a
sect or school among the Jews, whose distinguishing tenent was that God alone was
their sovereign. ( V . 40) Beaten:
This
cruel punishment was inflicted on the
naked back; the scourge consisted of three
lashes knotted with bones, or bronze.
(V. 41) Suffer shame:
T o be disgraced
in the estimation of the Jewish rulers.
(V. 42) Daily in the temple: Within sight
and hearing of the officials; and going
from man to man throughout the city of
Jerusalem.
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and Galilee. This old city was the capital
of the northern tribes during the last two
hundred years of that kingdom. I t was
founded by Omri and greatly adorned.
Herod the Great rebuilt it and named it
Sebaste, in honor of Augustus Caesar. T h e
Samaritans were a sort of middle ground
between Jews and Gentiles—that is, a mixpeople."
W H E N ? A. D. 37, soon after the last lesson.
WHO?
T h e scattered Christians, Samaritans, Philip, Simon the sorcerer,
Peter, John.
W H E R E ? Samaria, village.
Explanations
and Word Stndies.
(V. 4) Went everywhere:
In Judea, Galilee, and Samaria (chap. 9:31), and beyond
these confines (chap. 11:19) the fleeing
Christians conveyed the glad tidings. ( V .
5) Philip: T h e deacon, not apostle.
Went
down:
Jerusalem was on an elevation
higher than that of the city of Samaria.
(V. 6) One accord:
Unity of interest.
(V. 7) Unclean spirits: Demon possession.
There is a difference of opinion as to what
is really meant. T h e teaching of t h e
Scriptures seem to assert that these were
not diseases nor insanity, but a real possession.
Palsies:
Various degrees of
paralysis. ( V . 9) Simon: W e know nothing more of him than is stated here. Sorcery:
Magical arts, deceptions, tricks
called legerdemain. Bewitched:
"Amazed,"
Revised version. So in each verse where
here used. Some great one: A superior
being. ( V . 10) Great power of God: I t
appears that they believed Simon to be an
impersonated power of God, which is the
highest of powers, they called "the great."
(V. 11) Had regard: That is, gave complete faith or submission. They bowed
down before a juggler. ( V . 12) Kingdom
of_ God: T h e true spiritual kingdom.
Birth, crucifixion, and resurrection of
Christ. Baptized:
Immersed.
( V . 13)
Simon believed: But not to the saving of
his soul. There is a mere historical faith,
which seems t o have been the kind exercised by Simon. (See Jas. 2:19; Mk. 1:24;
Mk. 5 :i-8.) ( V . 14) Sent Peter and John:
To investigate the work there.
(^..15)
Might receive the Holy Ghost: Tflft is,
the power of miraculous working, as bestowed by the Holy Ghost. This would
prove that the work was the Lord's. ( V .
16) Fallen upon none: H i s special gifts
are meant. In the name: "Into the name,"
Revised Version, which means profession
of his faith.
They took the Christian
name. ( V . 17) Laid their hands: T h e
laying on of hands by the apostles vyas a
symbolic act and an outward sign of the
impartation of a divine blessing, gift or
power. I t is clear that only the apostles
had this authority. It ceased with them.
( V . 18) Offered them money:
T o buy
divine power. Simon's name gave title to
a bad thing in the church called "Simony,"
—that is, the purchase of place by money.
(V. 20) Money perish: I t is not a curse,
but a denunciation. ( V . 21) Part nor lot:
Meaning that Simon had n o real heart in
the gospel. ( V . 23) Gall of bitterness:
A
most forcible expression as to Simon's
wretched state. Bond of iniquity:
In
power of sin. H e was not a Christian.
( V . 24) None of these things: Punishment
is meant. H e seems to have had no moral
trouble. I t was only fear of punishment.
(V. 25) Testified: Borne witness for Jesus.
Preached in many villages:
In such villages through which the apostles passed on
their return.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.—I.

Persecution

is often a help to the spread of the gospel.
2. One people's loss may become another's
gain. 3. God will find men t o lead the
church wherever they are needed. 4. T h e
faithful preaching of the gospel brings a
great joy. 5. Men may be easily deceived.
6. T h e gifts of divine grace cannot be
bought with money. 7. T h e Holy Ghost is
the source of spiritual power. 8. H e who
has his part and lot in earth cannot have
it in heaven.
The_ treatment of the Sunday-school lessons is appropriated from t h e Workman
Quarterly.
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N E W S OF C H U R C H A C T I V I T Y .
(Continued.)

T o SUBSCRIBERS :—1. O u r terms are cash
in advance.
2. When writing to have your address
changed, be sure to give both old and new
address.
3. T h e date on the printed label will
show to subscribers when their subscription expires.
4.

If

you

do

not

receive

the

VISITOR

within ten days from date of issue, write
us at once and we will send the number
called for.
To THE POOR,—who aie unable to pay,
we send the paper free on the recommendation of others or upon their individual
requests. Individual requests must be r e newed every six months as a matter of
good faith.
To

CORRESPONDENTS:—1.

Articles

for

publication should be written on one side
of the paper only. Write all business letters on separate sheets.
2, Communications without the author's
name will receive n o recognition.
3.

Communications

for

the

VISITOR

should be sent in at least ten days before
date of issue.
Send money by Post-office Money Order,
Registered
Letter, or Bank Draft, to G.
Detwiler, 1627 Swatara Street,
Harrisburg,
Pa. Canadian
Currency
is
discounted
with us.

Harrisburg, Pa., February 1,1909.
OUR

BIBLE

Thomas,

EVANGELICAL VISITOR at a small cost. F o r
$3.25 (INDEX F I F T Y CENTS E X T R A ) we will

send the Bible prepaid to any address in
the United States or Canada, and the
EVANGELICAL VISITOR for one year.

This

offer holds good for renewals as well as
new subscribers.
The special feature of this Bible is that
it gives the AUTHORIZED and REVISED V E R -

SION of the Bible in one volume, without
increasing Size or Weight, or Diminishing
Size of type. I t is a Self-pronouncing
Teacher's Bible which, without omitting a
feature or disturbing the Text, points out
all the words and passages wherein the
two versions differ, giving the Revised Version of each at foot of page, together with
T h e binding is E x t r a French Seal, Divinity Circuit, Round Corners, Red under
Gold Edges, Flexible Back, L E A T H E R
LINED.
A Very Full
Concordance,
containing
over 40,000 References; History and Summary of the Books of the Bible;
Historical,
Chronological Tables; New Subject
index
to the Bible; a Dictionary
of
Scripture
proper Names,
with their
Pronunciation
and meaning; Tables of Miracles, Parables,

etc.
Address EVANGELICAL VISITOR,
1627 Swatara St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Tracts.

W h a t we Believe and W h y W e Believe
It, per hundred, 20c.
An Interesting Conversation, per hundred, 15c.
Points for Serious Consideration, per
hundred, 12c.
W e Would See Jesus, per hundred, 15c.
Recent for the Kingdom of Heaven is
at Hand, per hundred,",'15c.
Death Eternal, per hundred, 12c.
Orders for the above tracts should be
EVANGELICAL

VISITOR,

Harris-

burg, Pa.
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"All you can hold in your cold, dead
hand-is •what- you have given away."
"If likeness t o Christ is your
then you are on the way to it."

I trust this New Year shall be spent
only for the Lord, and that he may get
more out of my life than during the year
just past. I mean to do my very best for
him, and if every one who professes to
know the Lord would do this what great
things would be done for poor, wandering
humanity out in darkness and in sin.
Don't forget to pray for us and the work
at this place.
The offerings received since my last report are as follows: Perry Alexander, $5;
Sr. Flack, $ 1 ; Bro. Miller, $ 1 ; A Friend,
$ 1 ; G. J. Moser, $1.50; Tribune office, $ 2 ;
a sister, $ 1 ; Newbern, Kans., S. S., $16.69.
Many other things too numerous to mention were sent in for the children for
Christmas, even from California.
Sister
Franklin's class of boys of the S. S. at U p land, chose to do without presents themselves and send gifts to these friendless
waifs. I hope the Lord will bless them
wonderfully for this. I know he does. And
Bro. Leaman's boy sent them such nice
presents too. May the Lord bless him and
save him is my prayer.
I remain yours in his service,
A N N A B. EISENHOWER,

OFFER

W e are able to offer our subscribers a
good C O M B I N A T I O N B I B L E with the

addressed

(Concluded from page 5.)

desire,

Okla.

Secretary.

ENGLEWOOD, OHIO.—Report of

meetings

at Fairview church, Dayton district, Ohio.
On Christmas evening a series of revival
meetings was begun at the Fairview church
near Englewood, Dayton district, Ohio.
For several months previous some of God's
people had been burdened for the work at
this place and had united their prayers that
God would send a Holy Ghost revival in
our midst. Our brother, Elder J. N.
Hoover, of Miami district, fearlessly held
forth the word of God to us in the power
of the Holy Ghost. God truly honored the
prayers of his people and the labors of his
humble servant. A number received definite help from G o d ; several sinners were
born into the kingdom, backsliders came
back to God, believers were sanctified and
the work of the Lord was revived. God
most graciously met us in after-services
when souls really prayed through to definite
victory.
While many who should have turned
from their sins are still on the downward
road unheeding the solemn and powerful
warnings of God through his servant, yet
we are not discouraged because the number
who will live for Jesus is comparatively
small, for we learn from God's word that
the multitudes will not come rushing in
when the straight Bible doctrine is preached. So we go on rejoicing, choosing rather
to walk the narrow way than to go with
the crowd. Bless his n a m e !
The meetings closed on the evening of
January 12. Our earnest prayer is that
much of the precious seed sown may yet
spring up and bring forth fruit for the
honor and glory of God.
Beloved, let us press on in the battle
against sin, knowing that "greater is he
that is in you than he that is in the world."
Your sister in Christ,
A L M A CASSEL.
GARRETT, IND.—On Saturday evening, D e -

cember 26, 1908, we began a series of meetings. Brother T . A. Long and wife, of
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Michigan, conducted the meetings. They
came filled with the Spirit, and brother
Long brought forth the word with power,
so that it reached and touched the hearts
of both saint and sinner. Four made a
start for the promised land, heaven, that
blessed home of peace and joy and full of
glory; and, we pray that those who started
for the kingdom may prove faithful and
keep close to Jesus and follow in his footsteps. Others were made to feel the need
of the Savior and a new life and counted
the cost, but were not willing to pay the
price. W e pray and trust that the seed that
has been sown may yet root down deep in
the hearts of the unsaved and spring up
and become fruitful into everlasting life.
"Cast thy bread upon the waters; for thou
shalt find it after many days."
The Holy Spirit prevailed all through the
meetings; oneness prevailed, and we were
made to feel that it was good for us to be
there, and a feeling to build tabernacles
and stay awhile longer. Praise the Lord
for the nearness and filling of the Holy
Spirit, that we were made to realize, and
for the many good resolutions and vows
that were made. May the Lord help us to
keep them. And now we give all the glory
to the dear Lord.
And while brother and sister Long have
left us and are gone to other fields of
labor, we pray God's blessings and his Holy
Spirit to go with them and so fill t h e m they
may go forth and not weary in the great
harvest field of the Master; and that many
precious sheaves may be garnered in and
saved. Brother long's last text was Matthew 7124 to 27. T h e sayings of the Lord.
The meetings closed on the evening of January 10. Our prayer is that the burden of
souls may rest more and more upon the
hearts of God's children.
D. M. DICK.
Altona,

Ind., Jan. 12, igoo.

A V o i c e from t h e Messiah. H o m e
Orphanage.
Dear readers of the VISITOR: " W h o is
so great a God as o u r God?" (Psa. 77:13.)
"The Lord is great, and greatly to be
praised: he is to be feared above all gods.
For all the gods of the nations are i d o l s :
but the Lord made the heavens. H o n o r
and majesty are before h i m : strength and
beauty are in his sanctuary." ( P s a . 96:46.) "God is greater than man." ( J o b
33:12.)
" H i s greatness is unsearchable."
(Psa. 145:3.)
"His name alone is excellent." ( P s a . 148:13.) H i s knowledge
is wonderful.
( P s a . 139:6.) There is
nothing too hard for him. (Jer. 32:27.)
"His love is everlasting." (Jer. 31:3.)
At the beginning of this, another new
year, we desire to greet our dear friends
once more in the precious name of Jesus.
May the Lord, indeed, give you a happy
New Year and may your soul prosper
greatly.
W e have every reason to extol the name
of our God for the multiplied blessings,
both temporal and spiritual, that
have
been so lavishly showered upon us during
the past year. " T h e Lord thy God careth
—from the beginning of the year even unto
the end of the year." (Deut. 11:2), has
most surely been verified unto us. Praise
be to his n a m e ! T h e work is going on
about as usual; only, we realize that o u r
responsibility increases as the number of
children admitted increases. T h e number
at present is forty-two. W e are thankful
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to say that we found, "His grace sufficient"
for all things. The fact has been very
forcibly impressed upon our hearts that,
as God is enlarging the work, he is also
enlarging the hearts of his children. This
we cannot deny. The best proof we have
of this is the many tokens of their liberality. Right here we feel to quote from
the apostle P a u l : "For the administration
of this service not only supplieth the want
of the saints, but is abundant also by many
thanksgivings unto God; while by the experiment of this ministration they glorify
God for your professed subjection unto the
gospel of Christ, and for your liberal distribution unto them, and unto all m e n ; and
by their prayer' for you, which long after
you for the exceeding grace of God in
you." ( I I . Cor. 9:12-14.)
During our recent continued meetings
twelve of our girls manifested a desire
to be Christians, and after some time of
seeking all confessed that Jesus had forgiven them their sins. W e believe they
were honest at heart and since they had
not wandered far away from the fold they
likewise had not far to return. We are so
glad for the especial interest shown by our
dear ministering brethren, brothers Detwiler and Smith, in the children of this institution, as well as in the other young
people of the class here. They are both
fully aware of the condition of the Chris- .
tian world to-day, and are not afraid to
press upon their hearers the need and possibilities of a high and holy plane of Christian living. Then, too, the motto, "Saved
for Service," is continually held before
our view, and since God has promised that
his word shall not return unto him void,
but shall accomplish that which he pleases,
and prosper in the thing whereto he sends
it, can we not hope for a glorious future
for the church in this city? Also, that
many may go forth from this place to
carry the glorious gospel of Jesus Christ
to a sin-fallen and dying people?
For the satisfaction of my friends who
know of my convictions as to the foreign
work, and who may wonder as to my delay, I feel to say, the Spirit is still leading
that way, but up to this time I felt it
would not be prudent to step out and let
the work rest on so few workers. There
has been some effort made to secure someone to take my place, but it has been unsuccessful. I have thus committed myself
and the work to the Lord, and am quietly
waiting on orders from my Master, believing that he is preparing and especially anointing some faithful sister to take up the
duties here of caring for these helpless and
homeless children. It is truly a delightful
work to the one who is ready and willing
to say with Jesus. "I came not to be ministered unto, but to minister." T h e years
that I have spent here have been the years
of my greatest responsibility and concern,
but they have also been the years of my
greatest peace, pleasure and victory in my
Lord. All glory to his matchless N a m e !
H o w blessed it is to "Rest in the Lord,"
and to know that "All things work together
for good to them that love God, to them
who are the called according to his purpose."
Let us then take new courage at this,
the opening of another year, and may our
efforts in prayer and work for the Master
be more effectual than ever to the pulling
•down of the strongholds of the evil one.
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Rescue the perishing.
Care for the dying.
Snatch them in pity from sin and the
grave;
Weep o'er the erring one.
Lift up the fallen,
Tell them of Jesus, the mighty to save.
Rescue the perishing.
Dut\ demands it;
Strength for thy labor the Lord will provide :
Back to the narrow way
Patiently win them;
Tell the poor wanderer a Savior has died.
Your sister in Christ.
HANNAH

Mcs^iali

BAKER.

Orphanage:

REPORTS OF FUNDS.
Messiah. H o m e .
Report for January,
CASH

DONATIONS

1909.

RECEIVED.

Annie Hursh. $1 ; Benjamin
Spickler.
$1.50; Lydia F . Souders, $5; Annie Bauchman, $5: Elias Good. $3; a friend, $2.50.
A.

B.

MUSSER,

Secretary-Treasurer.
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bough, Pa., $ 1 ; Sarah Custer, Springfield,
Ohio, $ 1 ; Y. P. M., Chicago, $2.10; balance
on hand, $50.60.
With the above we have received Christmas box from the saints of Morrison, 111.,
containing fifteen chickens, butter, cake,
etc. In His Name, Ind., three chickens;
In His Name, one hundred lbs sugar; S.
Solenberger, Polo, 1 bbl. cornmeal, squash,
etc.
EXPENDITURES.

Groceries,
Expressing,
Gas,

$13 75
2 00
2 10

Total,
$17 85
W e heartily express our thanks to you
who have helped us with what God has
given in your hands for use. We know
that God always blesses a cheerful giver
and pray to that end that you may receive
from him a blessing for the same.
W e were enabled to distribute twentyfive Christmas dinners this year. It is indeed a blessing to even carry them when
you see their faces shine because of it.
And we must praise God that he has privileged both you and us to brighten these
homes.
Our hearts are filled with praises to our
God for what he is, and does for his own.
So let us labor persistently, patiently and
lovingly to the end.
Yours in him,
SARAH BERT AND WORKERS.

Chicago Mission.

5956 Peoria

St.

•m •

Report of Building Fund.

Subscription Credits.

Greeting in the precious name of Jesus,
who has taught us to watch and pray that
he can work in and through us his good
will and pleasure. W e realize more and
more the need of prayer and supplication
so that God who is our strength, may
make the path of duty plain to us. This
morning we praise God for his work and
for his revealing power in his children.
T h e work is still going on and the struggles are not getting any less, but we praise
God for his grace which is sufficient for us.
God is good and will not permit his
children to be tempted above that they are
able; but he will also make a way of escape. Praise his name. W e are still looking to God for greater things, thanking
him for what he is doing. W e thank God
for the open hearts and hands that are towards his work and how he is manifesting
himself in way of sending in for the new
Mission building. W e herewith give a full
report of what has come in thus far and
hope - it will not cease to come till all is
paid, and we can again feel that God is
carrying on his work in the new place as
well as in the old. W e are still at the
old place and are very much crowded, but
the Lord is opening in sending in workers
who also are needed in the work.
W e thank all the dear saints for what
they have done thus far and will, as before, give the report by number. The last
report brought the amount up to $1,180.63.
No. 31, $50.00; 32, $67.95; 33, $18.50; 34,
$110.00; 35, $20.00; 36, $1.00; 37, $10.00;
38, $10.00; 39, $2.00; 40, $25.00; 41, $1.00;
42, $1.00; 43, $1.00; 44, $1.00; 45, $1.00; 46,
$1.00; 47, $1.00; 48, $30.00; 49, $4.00; 50,
$50.00; 51, $2.00; 52, $37.00; 53, $75.00;
54, $5.00; 55, $100.00; 56, $4.76; 57, $3.00;
58, $1.00; 59, $30.00; 60, 50 cents; 61, $5.00;
62, $1.00; 63, 50 cents; 64, $1.00; 65, $1.00;
66, $10.00; 67, $5.00; 68, $5o.oo; 69, $5.00;
70, $10.00; 71, $2.00; 72, $5.00; 73, $5.00;
74, $22.35; 75, $85.00; 76, $45.50; 77,
$164.50; 78, $15.00; 79, $45.00; 80, $25.00.
May God bless this report to the encouragement of his saints.

From January 13 to January 26.
Mrs. H . H . Engle, Jos. G. Baker, Mrs.
Lizzie Zook, Emma Minter, M. G. Engle,
E . C. Ziegler, A. O Zook, S. J. Lady, J.
Stoner, S. P . Grove, J. Bert, Ira Hoskins,
N. E. Zook, S. Ketterman, Mrs. J. Cress,
C. H . Naylor, Henry Moyer, Mrs. S. P.
Grove, Wm. Kyle, Daniel Roland, David
Baum, Sol. Baum, R. D. Nissley, Mary
Schreiver, David Ulmer, Aaron Martin, C.
J. Hiestand, John H. Shank, Eph. Hershey, Mrs. Jno. Crider, D. H. Shank, T.
Bergman, Amanda Garis, E. Yeager, Elias
Good, Elias Hake, Anna Hake, Norman
Landis, Joseph Wagner, E. R. Bossier, W.
P. Kern, P. H . Doner, Ira Smith, Fanny
Rotz, H. E. Cassel, S. L. Herr, Levi Herr,
J. Whitehead, L. S. Hoke, Mrs. Jno.
Heisey, P. C. Doner, Lydia S. Heisey,
Mary E. Hoffman, S. S. Hoover, Mrs. J.
C. Stamin, Moses Brechbill, John Fisher,
Victory Hottman, Miss Moddie Boyed, C.
S. Herr, (and benevolent), Levi Bowers,
Andrew Stoner, Herman G. Miller, Wm.
Feather, D. M. Miller, H e r m a n Stoner,
Irwin Stoner, C. B. Stoner, Albert Carper,
Philip Carper, W m . Zimmerman, D. B.
Stoner, Aaron Stern, Maggie Hay, Mary
Long, Annie Sommers, Elizabeth Winters,
Laura Clapper, Albert Baker, Mary Woodard, Emma Hostettler, M. Martha Heisey,
Albert Baker, benevolent, Reuben Tyson,
Amos K. Bean, Elwood Tyson, Jonas
Allabach, Frank Hallman, Jonas Cassel,
Katie Mauch, Jacob Misenhelter, Mrs. Ida
Palmer, Mrs. Daniel Brougher, H . E.
Wolgemuth, Mrs. Jacob Harnish, Anna H .
Nissley, J. M. Sheets, S. H . Bert, H . S.
Noel, B. N. Hoover, Jno. Lexow, Jacob
Crider, H a r r y Crider, W m . Page, Jesse
Brechbill, E. N. Sheets, B. F. Engle, R.
Climenhaga, S. W . Brehm, D. K Breneman, C. D. Heim, D. H. Wingert, A. 0 .
Wenger, Mary E. Engle, Rolandis Strickley, Harvey Wrastler, Hettie Pritz, Clayton Pritz, Mabel N. Hess, Mrs. Shumberger, A. H. Martin, James A. Lee, H a r vey Wenger, Annie B. Eisenhower, A. W.
Snyder, B. S. Brubaker, Anthony Winger,
Enos Hess, Anna S. Hess, Emma Markley, B. Byers, W m . Kiner, H . L. Landis,
H . S. Engle and benevolent, H . B. Wolgemuth, S. D. Wingert, E. F . Sollenberger,
Emma Boozer, J. E. Landis, Amanda
Philippi, and benevolent, Chas. Stover.

B. L.

BRUBAKER.

Chicago Mission.
Report ending January 15, 1909.
DONATIONS

RECEIVED.

H a r r y Hoover, Detroit, Kans, $2; D. B.
Martin, Morrison, 111., $3; Bro. Keagy,
Kans., $5; In His Name, Kans., $ 5 ; In His
Name, Kans., $5; Lizzie Page, Kans., $ 1 ;
Lizzie Hoover, Kans., $2; Emma Car-

Daath.
Theodore Monod said he would like the
epitaph on his tombstone to be, H e r e ehdeth the first lesson.
_..,-., , .--}
—Set. by Katie
Winger.
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A Letter From Bro. J. H. Myers.

The apostle writing to the church at
Colosse, chapter 3:2, 3, 4, says: "Set
your affection on things above not on
things on the earth. For ye are dead
and your life is hid with Christ in
God. When Christ who is our life
shall appear then shall ye also appear
with him in glory." This is a blessed
hope to all those who have crucified
the flesh with the affections and lusts.
Jesus said of his disciples, "Ye are not
of the world for I have chosen you out
of the world." "Therefore the world
knoweth you not because it knew him
not." But we are in the world and
have more or less to care for. Abraham and Lot lived neighbors together
but the country was t'oo small for
their large herds of cattle, so they
separated and one went to the right
and the other to the left. But still
they were brethren. So it has been
that loved ones have become scattered to obtain new homes, to gain a livelihood. I have already referred to
the ancient like Abraham and Lot who
had possessions. We read in I. Samuel
of a man whose name was Kish, and
who had a son whose name was Saul.
This man Kish had lost his asses (his
property), and he sent his son, Saul
and a servant in search of his property. They wandered around a long
while and found them not—the property. Saul said, "Let us return home
to father lest he careth for us." So it
was in our visit to the Gulf Coast.
We failed to find the asses (property)
—lands we desired. Like Saul we
feared that our loved ones should
have fears for us, so I turned in another direction and I again realized
the anointing, and I found myself
among the prophets; for the Holy
bpirit so led the way that I found myself among God's people on Christmas
day and we prophesied and spake of
the wonderful
workings of God
among his people.
Beloved, it is just too wonderful for
our finite mind to conceive what God
has for us when we are in our element. It was at the Bethany church
not far from Thomas, Oklahoma,
where I again came into my element
and had privilege to preach God's
word. I sojourned here three weeks
and enjoyed the hospitality of the
saints and met in worship at the
church house and in private homes.
The dear Sunday-school here voted to
give their monthly offering to my support in my calling, which was quite
liberal. Many thanks.
Our dear Brother David Graybill
from Sedgwick, Kansas, was there at
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this time holding services. The Lord
blessed his service in a signal way;
some dear souls turned to the Lord.
May the dear Lord continue to bless
the church at Bethany and greatly enlarge her borders. And as Bro. Graybill goes forth in his mission of the
gospel may he be greatly used of the
Master.
I left for the North on January 13,
and came to Sedgwick that night,
being entertained over night by
brother and sister Joseph Eshelman.
The next day I visited Bro. Jacob
Eshelman's family. Here I met our
sister Carrie Eshelman from Mechanicsburg, Pa. I also enjoyed a
few hours of visit with brother and
sister S. Shirk. Sister Shirk is a
sister of our brother Elder Jesse
Engle, whom the Lord so graciously
used to open our Mission field in
South Africa. God bless brother and
sister Shirk in their declining years. I
spent the second night at Bro. Joseph
Eshelman's home, who so kindly
cared for me, and with means helped
me on my way. Oh the joy we
can have with God's children! God
bless them.
I spent one night very pleasantly
with brother and sister Hoover at
Peabody, coming to Ramona on the
16th to Bro. Jacob Haldaman's home.
By their kindness on Sunday, the
17th, I visited Bro. Peter Fikes,
sister Fike being very low with consumption. Visiting other homes I had
the pleasure to be in the home of
Bro. John Mellinger. Though he
does not stand with us in church fellowship as he did in former years, yet
I hope he is one of God's children.
While with him in conversation many
occurrences of our boyhood days came
to our minds, things that occurred in
the years of half a century ago when
we were converted and united with
the church, and the joy we had in
those years of our young life and
manhood in the church. Then our
call to the ministry and. now of long
years in labor for the Master. To
meet and converse about the past was
indeed pleasant for us both. After a
repast together at his table we knelt
in prayer, thanking God for the past
and imploring him for grace for the
future of our life. We parted with
tears of joy hoping to meet to part no
more at home with our Father in his
heavenly kingdom.
I spent three nights with bro. and
sister Haldaman and enjoyed their
kindness. On leaving they supplied
me kindly with a lunch of good things
and wished me well. I arrived safely
at Dayton, Ohio, on the evening of
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January 20th. I soon found my way
to the home of our dear brother Elder
A. M. Engle, where I am this beautiful morning. I am well and happy
in the Lord, saved, sanctified and
filled with joy in believing the coming
of our blessed Lord is near. Will the
saints pray for me and my wife as I
had a letter from her this morning,
saying, that she is about her Master's
business. I hope ere long to reach
my home. Much love to all the saints.
Dayton, Ohio, Jan. 21, 1909.
A Letter of Thanks.

Dear editor: Will you allow me
space to briefly thank your readers for
responding to my invitation to attend
the letter party given on Christmas day
to celebrate the twenty-third anniversary of my bed-ridden life. The letters commenced coming from twentyfive to fifty a day one week 'before
Christmas. And on Wednesday morning, Christmas week, one hundred
and four came. Thursday brought
one hundred and sixteen. Christmas
day one hundred and forty. Saturday
one hundred and sixteen again. After
that they fell away to the usual number. There were many cards, also
which were enjoyed very much.
Though I am not able to answer these,
nor could I afford to answer many of
the letters, as the writers neglected to
enclose even so much as a stamp. If
I had answered them it would have
taken much of my profit on the books
I sold. Many of the letters contained
orders for my books, which I filled
promptly. Others had small gifts of
money or stamps. These were all acknowledged with a letter of thanks,
either printed or written. I was suffering with rheumatism in my thumb
and fingers, and could not write personally, but had it done for me at my
dictation when possible. Otherwise I
would send a printed letter, which I
had prepared beforehand, knowing my
friends would not forget me on Christmas. The letters with just a stamp
enclosed were answered in the same
way. There were some who sent
handkerchiefs, books, etc." Those
were all acknowledged in like manner. And I sincerely trust that all received their letters and books promptly. If not it was through no fault of
mine I assure you. During Christmas
week I read of three mail cars being
destroyed and some of my mail was
doubtless lost in this way. So don't
think me a fraud if you failed to receive your books as I did the best I
could.
My Christmas was made a happy
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one by your thoughtful kindness. I
enjoyed all the letters and cards immensely and tender my profound and
heartfelt thanks to all, especially the
good editor, who is so kind to publish
my letters year after year. May God
bless each and every one of you. And
may the new year bring you every
good gift that this world is capable of
giving. Hoping, if we are still on
earth, that you will attend my letter
party again next Christmas, I will saygood-bye !
Your grateful friend,
TlIOS. F . LOCKHART.
H a v e W e A B i g h t to Our Opinion on
t h e Bible?

To the above question I must emphatically answer, No. Why? Because it destroys the authority of the
Word. It dulls the edge of the sword
of truth, which is the Word of God.
It makes judgment and discipline impossible. It gives fallible, sinful man
preference over God's infallible, unchangeable truth. It causes divisions
and strifes. It pollutes the very fountain of truth and causes it to send
forth a thousand poisonous streams to
contaminate our thoughts. It makes
the subject, which of all subjects
should be most plain, as confusing as
the labyrinths of old. If I have a right
to my opinion on God's Word, then,
of course, you have. If we have, then
we must allow others the right we
take to ourselves.
People who live in glass-houses
must be careful not to throw stones.
As a preacher 1 could not preach with
any authority to you if I accepted the
above false position. I could only give
my opinion, as Elihu did to Job. (Job
32:10.) And, if you accept that position, you could not preach with any
authority to me. Let us propound a
few questions. Does not each text in
God's Word have a certain meaning?
Is a truth capable of different meanings ? If you know a fact in mathematics, history, or science does not
every one else who knows that fact
know it just as you do? They certainly would. Why do we know these
things alike?
Because we were
taught them alike.
We all learned that twice two
makes four, and all who do not understand it that way do not understand
it at all. And, if we should accept
the position that we each have a right
to our opinion regarding law, history,
grammar, etc., we should soon be in
such confusion as to doubt our escape. Of course, there are various
ways of arriving at facts, but facts
themselves do not admit of variation.
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To return to the thought, why do we
see alike in temporal things ? Because
we were taught alike.
Now to the Bible. "And they shall
all be taught of God." (Isa. 54:13;
John 6:45.)
Now, if God were our teacher, do
you not think he would teach us all
alike? ''But," says one, "we are so
differently constituted." Well, let us
try the idea in temporal matters. Let
us go into some school-room. Notice
first the teachers—a plain man or woman. Next the students—some large,
others small; some quick, others slow;
some dark, others light; all sorts and
dispositions. Ask them, "Who was
the first President of the United
States?" All who know will say
"Washington." Why? Because all
were constituted alike? No. They
were all taught alike. Just so in God's
school. God teaches each one the
same thing so they see "eye to eye,"
and "speak the same thing." (I. Cor1 :io.)

The divisions of to-day are evidence that all are not taught of God.
If God taught you to be immersed,
would he teach me to be sprinkled?
No. Jesus says in John 16:13, that
the Spirit will guide us into all truth.
"Thy word is truth." (John 17:17.)
So let each reader humbly drop the
position that we have a right to our
opinion and take our position at Jesus'
feet, where we can be taught of God.
Self-dependence and selfish ideas and
opinions are hindering souls from
being taught of God. Let us acknowledge our ignorance in spiritual
things so God can teach us.—R. L.
Berry in Gospel Trumpet.
Published by request of Bro. P. H.
Doner.
• The Bonnet.
The little bonnet has caused me to
meditate upon its use, its worth, its
testimony, its protection to the wearer,
until I feel a deep desire to voice my
convictions concerning it.
It seems very far from right to
speak of it as a cross. Being an outsider, I have an opportunity to know
how it is looked upon by the world in
general, of the respect and love it creates in those who see it. I also find
there are many who love the doctrines
and lives of those who wear the bonnet and are not willing themselves to
sacrifice to the foolish fashion, or
habit, of looking like the rest of the
world. Ah well! until they are willing, they are not ready to don this
sacred witness of a meek and humble
spirit. I have even heard that some
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Dunkards were a little disturbed because of the rule. They wear the
bonnet simply to comply with the
laws of the church, in order to be
members, not because they love it as
the silent little messenger to the
world, saying so plainly, "In the
world, but not of it," "Hidden with
Christ in God," or because they love
its sweet reminder of their crucifixion, or that having been made partakers of his death and of his nature
and "dead unto sin but alive unto
God," they must be holy, pure, clean
of heart and life—all that the little
bonnet stands for to those who
see it.
To me it is very sacred, very sweet,
yes, beautiful, and I often say, How
careful and prayerful its wearer ought
to be not to disgrace it and thus bring
reproach upon her profession.
Having attended the church for a
long time, I have been greatly impressed by the beauty of the faces
framed by the bonnet, and like many
others, I often asked why the bonnet
made the wearer so sweet and lovely.
Ah! I have learned; it is the humble
spirit of her who thus chooses to lay
aside the useless worldly fashion and
in modest apparel make known to all
that she belongs to a separate and peculiar people. Humble, meek, dead
to the world and pride, and fear of
man, peaceful, calm, loving and beloved, obedient to the command to
come out and be separate. It is a
wonderful result that both face and
bonnet become glorified, almost saintly in some cases. Others look like a
psalm of praise, again there are faces
that seem like a prayer; again and
again have I looked through teardimmed eyes upon such faces that
seemed to stir my inmost soul with
wonder and awe. Very rarely have I
seen a face inside of a bonnet that
wore either frown or anxiety. I will
never forget how it impressed me,
grieved me, because of its contradiction to the other faces upon which the
Master's hand had written, "Keep in
perfect peace."
The bonnet, then, is a protection, a
constant reminder of what the wearer
professes, a rebuke to a wrong act,
yes, even thought. Some may say,
"If this writer believes so in the bonnet, why does she not wear one herself?" Well, listen! The sweet sermons I've read in some faces have
caused me to long to go and do likewise, and that is what I intend to do.
Sister, you who do wear the bonnet,
be grateful for the privilege, for its
sweet protection and the spirit of humility it creates. Love it as a sacred
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witness of your faith in the Lord
Jesus.
Sisters outside of the church, who
would like to join, but see no use in
this change of dress, never look upon
it as a cross but as a protection, a
sweet shelter that will hide you away
from the world, relieve you of all the
worry and work of conforming to
each year's fashion and the difficulty
of finding a modest, neat head covering. From a common-sense view, the
bonnet is neat, economical, modest;
even the world admits that. Moreover, it is becoming to a willing
wearer, who is happy in it.
I send out this message, praying
that God will bless it to some heart to
whom the bonnet is a cross or who is
kept out of the dear church fellowship
because of the bonnet. I know the
Holy Spirit will carry it home to some
dear one and that perhaps to many
their bonnets will become dearer, because of their sacred witness.
Some weeks have passed since writing the above and I wish now to add a
few words from the standpoint of a
Dunkard. I thought I knew about all
there was to know about the bonnet,
but since I have my own dear bonnet, I have realized a blessing, a separation beyond my previous conception. There is a sense of rest and
satisfaction, a relief from the demands
of the world's fashion. I love it, and
never for one moment have I felt the
least discomfort or regret.
No one has been unkind, but on the
contrary, I find it brings confidence,
love, respect and reverence from, all,
even unbelievers. I deem it a sacred
privilege thus to bear witness, and it
constantly reminds me of what manner of person I should be, who profess to be a follower of the meek and
lowly Jesus. The little prayer covering I find a blessed help in my studio
of music, where a true teacher feels
the need of much silent prayer for wisdom, tact, and patience.—Gospel Messenger.—Published by request of Bro.
C. C. Burkholder.
From a B a b e to A g e .
Once I was a babe, the joy of my mother,
Once I was dandled on my father's knees.
How they did love m e ! and in love they
cared for me. This love for me God put
into the hearts of father and mother.
Where am I now?
Once did I chatter and patter round
them which was joy to their eyes, and a
joyful sound to their ears, but where am
I now? On the path to heaven?
Once they robed me in garments of love
and pride because they loved me, God.having entrusted me into their care. Perhaps
they planted too much pride there which
possibly is why I am proud. God help me
to see where I am now.
M. C. HARTZELL.
Kelso,
Wash.
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The. S o n ^ i n Y o u r Heart.

We can sing away our cares easier
than we can reason them away. The
birds are the earliest to sing in the
morning; and they sing in the evening.
Singing is.the last that robins do.
When they have done their daily work,
when they have flown their last flight,
and picked up their last morsel of
food, and cleansed their bill on the
napkin of a bough, then on a top twig
they sing one song of praise. I know
they sleep sweeter for it.
Oh, that we might sing evening and
morning, and let song touch all the
way through!
Oh, that we could put songs under
our burdens. Oh, that we could extract the sense of sorrow by song.
Then these things would not poison
so much. Sing in the house. When
troubles come go at them with songs.
When griefs arise sing them down.
Lift the voice of praise against
cares, that will lift you above trials of
every sort. Attempt it.—Sel.
MARRIAGES.
L E I S E Y — S P I C K L E R — O n January
1909, Harvey F. Leisey and Sr. Susan
Spickler were united in marriage at
home of the officiating minister, Elder
B. Hoffer.

27,
N.
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T R A U T W E I N — O E T I N G E R . — O n January 14, 1909. Mr. Fred Trautwein and
Miss Sophia I. Oetinger, were united in
holy wedlock at the home of the bride's
parents in Goshen township, Clay county,
Kans., by Bro. Elias M. Smith.
G I N G R I C H — G A R M A N . — O n December
31, 1908, at the home of the bride's parents,
brother and sister Harvey Garman, near
Milton Grove. Pa., their oldest daughter,
Ada M. and Albert H . Gingrich, were
united in marriage bv Elder H a r r y B.
Hoffer.

OBITUARIES.
ENGLE.—Lois Pauline, first and only
child of Walter and Bessie Engle, of Navarre, Kans., was born January 1, 1909, died
of pneumonia, January 14, 1909, aged 13
days. A short service was conducted at
the house by Bro. Solomon Engle, of
Philadelphia, Pa., assisted by Elder B.
Forney, of the Dunkard Brethren. Burial
in the Belle Springs cemetery.
SENCE.—Benjamin Franklin Sence, infant son of brother Jacob and sister Ella
Sence, of York county, Pa., was born October 26, 1908, died January 19, 1909, aged
2 months and 23 days. Funeral services
were held in the Reformed church near
Stony Brook, on January 22, 1909, conducted by the brethren Andrew Lehman,
of York county, and L. O. Musser, of Lancaster county. Text, II. Sam. 12:23, latter clause, "I shall go to him, but he shall
not return to me." Interment in adjoining cemetery.
SHELLENBARGER.—Sister
Elizabeth
Shellenbarger, wife of Bro. George Shellenbarger, after suffering a few weeks from
pneumonia, passed away the evening of December 25, 1908, at her home in Pleasant
Hill, O., where she has been a resident for
many years, aged 79 years and 9 months.
On account of the husband, who for several
years has been in a helpless condition, the

funeral was held at the home, being conducted by Bro. Joseph Free, assisted by
Rev. D. Wine, of the German Baptist
Church. Interment in the Covington cemetery.
H O F F M A N . — S r . Elizabeth S. Hoffman
was born August 23, 1845, died January 4,
1909, aged 63 years, 4 months and 12 days.
She was the wife of the late Christian S.
Hoffman, and to whom were born nine
children, six preceding her to the home beyond. Three children, Paris. Mrs. Ellen
H. Engle and Rhoda, two brothers, H a r r y
S. Garber. of Mt. Joy, Penna., Samuel SGarber. of Hinton. Oklahoma, and three
grandchildren survive. She, with her husband and family, were among the pioneers
that immigrated to this State from Pennsylvania nearly thirty years ago. She had
been a sufferer of asthma for many years,
causing an affection of the heart, resulting
in her death. She was a devoted member
of the Brethren in Christ church for forty
years. During all her sickness she was
resigned to her heavenly Father's will.
Funeral services were held at Belle Springs
M. H., January 6. 1909. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
BOOK.—Bro. Josenh Book was born in
Juniata county. Pa., on November 27, 1836,
died January 3, 1909, aged 72 years, I
month and 6 days. Brother Book resided
all his lifetime in the county where he was
born. H e was converted when probably
about thirty years of age. H e lived a very
pious and exemplary life:—was elected to
the office of deacon which office he filled
with fidelity. H e was a father in Israel and
through his death a pillar has been removed from the Juniata district. But
while we do mourn the loss of such a devoted brother from our midst we need not
mourn as though we had no hope. Our
loss is his eternal gain. W e believe he was
fully prepared and expressed a desire to depart. H e suffered very much with dropsy
and as was supposed with cancer of the
intestines. Bro. Book was never married;
he and his sister Martha resided together
for many years. T o meet with them in
their hospitable home always proved a
season of joy to those so favored. Two
brothers and three sisters survive, viz., the
Rev. Bro. J. W . Book, of Ramona, K a n s . ;
Daniel (deacon), Martha and Mrs. Strawser, in Juniata county, and Mrs. Lauver, in
Lykens Valley, Dauphin county, Pa. Funeral services were held at his late home,
Elder Aaron Martin officiating, assisted by
. the home brethren. Text, II. Timothy
4:6. 7, 8.
S N Y D E R . - - Catherine Snyder,
nee
Myers, was born June 2, 1831, in Stark
county. Ohio, and died January 12, 1909,
aged 77 years, 7 months and 10 days. She
was married to Peter L. Snyder in 1848.
She was an affectionate step-mother to
three sons, and mother to one son and two
daughters, namely Brother William G.
Snyder, of Waco, near Canton, and Mrs.
Emma Knouff and Miss Catharine Snyder,
of Louisville, O. She was grandmother of
eleven children and great-grandmother of
two children. She also has as survivors
one sister, Mary Rice, of Osnaburg, O.,
and brother, Andrew Myers, of New
Franklin. O. Sister Snyder was a resident of Louisville, O., for about fifty-eight
years and personally known to many of its
citizens. H e r path of life was strewn
with many sorrows and not a few bodily
afflictions. During the dark days of the
civil war she lost her husband and two of
the step-sons were slain on the battlefield.
During sister Snyder's long life she had
no deaths or funeral in her house. In a religious revival in Louisville in the Winter
of 1878 she was deeply convicted and
labored earnestly in prayer, and while sitting on a seat our heavenly Father forgave
her sins and she gave loud utterance of joy
and praise to God. H e r experience of the
forgiveness of sins was. vivid and bright
and redeeming grace was her theme to the
last. The funeral was well attended by
friends and neighbors, showing their appreciation of the departed one. T h e funeral services were conducted by W. O.
Baker and D. H. Rohrer. Text, Heb. 4:9.

